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I am born to purify myself of the world. 

And when I am purified of the world, 

the world will itself be pure. 

Adi Da Samraj



his magazine is dedicated with deepest devotion
to the Supreme Master, Avatar Adi Da Samraj, 
the Perfectly Realized Liberator of every being, 

the Master of every heart, 
the All-Knowing Enlightener of the world, 

the Glorious Revelation of Reality, 
Infinitely Beyond and Prior to every thing that appears, 

Eternally Granting the Gift of Light, 
Dissolving all suffering and Awakening all 

to the Love and Bliss of Eternal 
Prior Unity with Real God.
Our hearts broken in love 

with Your Divine Presence, 
committed eternally to serving You,
we bow down at Your Gracious Feet, 

the Source of all Blessing.



From the Sapta Na Sannyasin Hermitage 
of the Divine Avataric World-Teacher, Adi Da Samraj 

Naitauba Island, Fiji

am associated with everyone all the time, by

Standing Prior to all-and-All, Blessing all-and-

All. I am approachable by everyone, simply in a Free

Position, which is the Very Position of Reality Itself. It

is the Divine Self-Position. 

Everyone, no matter what his or her notions, can

respond to My Divine Avataric Blessing that Pours

through time and space, Pours into the places of present

Earthkind. This is My Work. I am here to Transform 

humankind. 

This is the significance of Adi Da Samrajashram.

There must be a sanctuary for humankind during this

time. 

The place of My Residence, My Hermitage, is at the

summarized point of the world, neither East nor West.

My Hermitage includes all-and-All, while Transcending

all-and-All. Only That Which is Perfectly

Transcendental can also be all-and-All-Inclusive. 

Now let all beings be purified. This is My Blessing.

May it be so.

December 30, 1983, January 1, 1984, March 22, 2008
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he Avatar of Conscious Light, Adi Da Samraj,

Called for the establishment of the Adi Da

Samrajashram magazine in order to make His

Blessings available to all beings on Earth. The purpose of this

magazine is to communicate the Story of His Person and His

extraordinary Divine Intervention. This magazine will serve to

chronicle the unfolding Grace-Filled process of Beloved Adi

Da’s Divine Presence after His Divine Mahasamadhi (or His

Passing from the Body) as well as to tell the Sacred Stories (or

Leelas) of His Divine Transmission-Work on Earth. 

The primary intention of this magazine is to convey the

Divine Signs of Avatar Adi Da’s Blessing that occur every

day at Adi Da Samrajashram. His Divine Person Reveals the

invisible primal depth of Reality Manifesting in this Earth-

world. The Divine Yoga of Beholding and meditating on

the Supreme Guru is the moment to moment Gift Given in

the midst of the life of renunciation at Adi Da

Samrajashram. By the Grace of Avatar Adi Da, one is

Touched by His Eternal Divine Body of Conscious Light. 

Adi Da Samrajashram, the principal Hermitage that is

Transcendentally Spiritually Empowered by Avatar Adi Da

Samraj, the Fijian island of Naitauba, is the principal Seat from

which Avatar Adi Da Eternally Radiates His Divine Blessing to

all beings and to the entire world. This magazine is thus ded-

icated in name to this Place of Avatar Adi Da’s Eternal Divine

Blessing.  

The Perfect Truth found in the supreme relationship to

the Divine Avatar is spoken of by all who set foot on His

Most Holy Hermitage. Transcendental Spiritual Initiation

and purification of body and mind via devotional recogni-

tion of His Supreme Divine Person, Da, are the constant

reality at Adi Da Samrajashram.

This magazine communicates the Leela of the establish-

ment of Adi Da Samrajashram in this Time of Beloved Adi Da’s

Eternal Presence. That unfolding Leela is the fulfillment of a

Great Proclamation that His Divine Presence Made in

February 2008, as He Speaks in the following Communication: 

The Divine Glory of the True Heart-Master
Avatar Adi Da’s Call for the Adi Da Samrajashram magazine, by Ruchiradama Quandra Sukhapur Rani

May 2008

Ruchiradama Quandra Sukhapur Rani

(senior devotee in the Ruchira Sannyasin Order)
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Tell Everyone 
My Leela Everywhere
Spoken Communications Given by Avatar 

Adi Da Samraj to the Ruchira Sannyasin Order,

February 2008

y entire Lifetime has been a Struggle, but

not a search. Nonetheless, there are hap-

penings associated with My Lifetime

that devotees must understand. Only a right understand-

ing of Me allows you to understand My Leela, and to be

rightly communicative about It. When you understand Me

and My Leela, and are rightly communicative, then I can

Establish the necessary connectedness. You must recog-

nize Me and be animated in response to Me. 

The Lifetime of a True Avatar is Unique in the world.

This recognition must be established Transcendentally

Spiritually, such that the connections can be made.

My True Story is the Divine Avataric Leela—the Leela

of the One Who is Realized from Birth, Transcendentally

Spiritually Fully Awake from Birth. That Is a Unique

Situation—because not only Is It Full Transcendental

Spiritual Awakening, but I am not born. Karmic entities are

born, and they seek Realization—and, then, if they achieve

It (to some Real degree), they die. Full Realization does not

come into birth except through an Avatar. Only in Such a

Case can there be bodily survival of a Fully Realized birth.

Otherwise, there would not be any bodily conjunction to

begin with, because it would not be viable. 

So It Is in My Case. That is how It Is. That is how you

“Know” Who I Am. If you are full of understanding, then

you will Transcendentally Spiritually “Know” Me. 

It is not possible to be Divinely Functioning from

birth, Divinely Awake in association with a physical body

from birth, except with the Divine Power, the Nature of

Avatar. Avataric Birth is what makes the Divine

Conjunction with the body possible. However, Avataric

Birth does not make the Conjunction with the body com-

fortable. During My “Sadhana-Years”-Submission, I was

Involved in a Struggle to Conform the Body to My Own

State, to Bring the Body Itself into Perfect Coincidence

with My Own State. Then I was required to Struggle with

everyone, and Do all that was necessary to be effective in

Teaching. That was another dimension of My Struggle—

Struggling to Bring My Revelation into Words and Images

that Communicate.

It is a Struggle—but It is a Struggle that only the

Avataric Person can Do. No one else could possibly do It.

Such a Struggle is not even a matter of discussion, except

in the Avataric Case. It is a Unique Lifetime, to be recog-

nized as Such.

Another Sign of My Avataric Nature is what I have

Described as “Meditating everyone”—which I have been

Doing all of My Lifetime, and in a particular manner since

[T]he Avatar among Avatars [is] the Unique

Incarnation, Capable of complete identification with the

human personality, to the extent of even a total uncon-

sciousness of the Divinity. The Divine becomes

all-human so that the human becomes all-Divine, the

Perfect Bridge between finite and infinite, time and

timeless. The Vision and the Way of Vasistha,
by B. L. Atreya
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My Divine Re-Awakening at the Vedanta Temple. When I

Spoke “Mark My Words”, I told you that there were all kinds

of Signs of My world-Work to be looking for, and that, at

some point, people would recognize them as Signs of My

Divine Avataric Work. 

There are recent publications reporting signs around

the world of many people having certain kinds of awak-

enings relative to the Oneness of everything. What is

being described are certainly “evolutionary” signs: Many

more people are becoming available to something in the

mode of what they are calling the “potential for

Enlightenment”—some kind of awakening, however they

interpret it. You should understand: This is My Work. These

are the Signs that will be appearing more and more—and

people will be reporting them on a global scale. This is My

Leela. My Work is on a universal scale, and there are all

kinds of ways to observe It. There are many Signs by

which to observe It, and such awakenings are among

those Signs. You should look at how Signs are appearing

in the world, wherever they can be observed—from the

time of My Birth, and then from certain other key

moments I have Indicated. 

My Work is—and has always been—world-Work. I

have Worked within the gathering of My devotees, but

not exclusively so. My Work now is with the whole and

everybody-all-at-once, with the totality. That is what I am

most intensively Doing all the time. Therefore, Signs of My

Meditating everyone, and otherwise Doing My world-

Work, should be looked for—so that they can be told, so

that it can be recognized that these are, in fact, Signs of

My Work, the Work that I have been Doing during all of My

physical Lifetime. 

This is how people come to Me to become My devo-

tees, or (otherwise) come to Me for Blessing. They become

associated with one or another aspect of My world-Work.

It is Prior Meditation. In other words, I Priorly Coincide with

everyone and everything, and then Signs emerge. This is

how I Work. This is My Divine Avataric Nature Showing

Itself in the larger world-picture. You should be looking for

all that, and recording it, and telling everybody where it is

coming from, what I am Doing here in this world. It is

Divine Avataric Work—not merely institutional work, or

work with a particular gathering. It is that also, but it is

everywhere all-at-once. And this, in fact, is how people

end up coming to Me. 

The devotional relationship to Me does not begin sim-

ply when people formally enter the gathering of My

devotees. My Work begins before people even come into

My Divine Avataric Company. Some recognize and know

that, and there are rather dramatic signs of it. In other

cases, individuals are simply drawn to Me and have noth-

ing in mind to say why, other than they heard about Me

and were moved. 

As you see more Signs in the domain of the emerging

November 2008
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of everybody-all-at-once, and on the global level alto-

gether—these are things to note and record. When you

see patterns emerging that are patterns of change in pos-

itive terms, you should understand that these are all in the

Sphere of What I am Doing. That is how My Work

Demonstrates Itself. 

I Accomplish My Work Priorly, in advance of Signs, and

then the Signs appear—including people coming to Me

as devotees, or to participate in My Work otherwise, com-

ing to Me for My Blessing relative to service they do in the

larger global domain. 

It is important to speak about the supernormal char-

acteristics of My Divine Avataric Lifetime from Birth, to tell

the stories of your being in the Company of One Who

Functions on a supernormal basis. You should speak

about the prevention of huge storms and various other

kinds of miraculous happenings, which you all have wit-

nessed repeatedly for over thirty-five years. You must tell

the Story of the Lifetime of One Whose Presence here

makes a difference, and proves things that are otherwise

commonly dismissed. 

You must tell the Story of My Blessing-Transmission-

Work—how I Awakened people to every possible kind of

phenomenal “experience” associated with the first six

stages of life, and proved, by miraculous Transcendental

Spiritual Demonstration, that none of that was “It”. That is

a necessary Story—because It Communicates fundamen-

tal Truth to human beings.

The wonder is that we’ve met and been

together, loving here, in this half-made 

world, where love is yet to take its hold. 

Adi Da Samraj, Crazy Da Must Sing

Avatar Adi Da Blesses devotees at the Mountain Of Attention, 1998
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Ruchiradama Quandra Sukhapur Rani:

his first issue of the Adi Da Samrajashram maga-

zine is dedicated to the Sovereign-Avataric

Celebration of the Great Acception, October 23

through January 11, which is a period that most fully cele-

brates Avatar Adi Da’s Divine and Eternal Stand at Adi Da

Samrajashram, His Great Island-Hermitage. It is the time of

proclaiming the miracle of the Divine Avataric Incarnation

(in early November), the human Birth of the Divine Person,

the Divine Mahasamadhi of the Eternal One (in late

November), the Divine All-Revealing Leela of the Divine

Person during and after His Divine Incarnation-Life on

Earth (in December), culminating in His Divine Avataric

World-Work in the Great Vigil of Universal Heart-Prayer and

fire puja on December 31 and January 1, engaged for the

sake of the whole world and all beings. 

The final Sacred Event of this period occurs on January

11, the day of His Divine Avataric Self-”Emergence” . This

Event marks the Universally Magnified Power of His Divine

Blessing. In this Great Event, Avatar Adi Da fully Descended

into His human Vehicle, and it became obvious to His

devotees that an even Greater Bodily Manifestation of

Divinity had Appeared. He had now completely Acquired

His Bodily human Form As the Divine Reality Itself. 

The Holy Day of the Divine Avataric Self-“Emergence”

culminates in a twenty-four-hour fire puja, during which

there is the sacrificial burning of a wooden horse. All

devotees, both the living and those who have passed, and

also the entirety of humankind are represented by slips of

paper and a globe that are put inside the horse before it

is placed in the fire. Previous to the fire puja, the horse is

led on a ceremonial wandering throughout the Island rep-

resenting Avatar Adi Da’s Divine Prior Coincidence with the

cosmic domain.

The celebration of this Holy Day concludes the

Sovereign-Avataric Celebration of the Great Acception, 

which began in October.  

his first issue of the Adi Da Samrajashram magazine

narrates the celebration of these Great Events in

October, November, and December 2010, and January

2011. May it serve deepest heart-Awakening in all those

who contemplate the Supreme Leela of the Da Avatar. The

Adi Da Samrajashram magazine will chronicle the ongoing

establishment of the true sacred culture of Adidam, accord-

ing to Adi Da’s direct and explicit Instructions Given during

His Divine Avataric Lifetime via His Divine Word and Person: 

I Spontaneously Uttered the “Picture” that is My

every “Source-Text” of Divine Avataric Word—each of

Avatar Adi Da after the Divine Self-”Emergence”, 1986
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Which is a by-Me-Given Means Whereby I Speak from

and As the Reality-Position That Is Prior to egoity, Prior

to the body-mind-complex, Prior to conditional exis-

tence, and Prior to time and space. Therefore, My

Written Word Is the Speech (or Direct Self-Presentation)

of Intrinsically egoless (and Self-Evidently Divine)
Transcendental Spiritual Conscious Light Itself—the

Most Perfectly Self-Awakened (and Self-Evidently

Divine) Self-Consciousness, the Heart-Word of Reality

(Itself ), Which Is the by-Me-Divinely-Avatarically-Self-

Transmitted Inherent (and Tacit) Self-Apprehension of

Being (Itself).   
“The Forever-Spoken Word of 

Reality Itself”, The Aletheon

The Adi Da Samrajashram magazine will present many

treasures from Beloved Adi Da’s Written Revelation-Word

and of His Spoken dialogues with the Naitauba Ruchira

Sannyasin Order and with the gathering of His devotees.

Avatar Adi Da's Written and Spoken Address to humankind

and all His World-Work has been Great Loving Service to all

the beings of this Earth-world, and that Service continues

since the Passing of His Bodily Form. Proclaiming the

Divine Glory of His human Incarnation-Time and the

Revelation-History of everything He Did in Compassionate

Play with apparently separate beings is an ecstatic process.

The Divine Avataric Grace of Beloved Adi Da is shown

again and again through the proclamations of devotees,

expressive of devotional recognition-response to Him and

of Transcendental Spiritual Awakening to His Absolute

Reality. A fundamental intention of the Adi Da

Samrajashram magazine is to provide the means for

glimpses and intuitions of the Divine State of the Divine

Eternal One, Avatar Adi Da. One of the purposes of this

magazine is to always communicate awareness of

Beloved Adi Da’s Divine World-Work, making His Divine

Avataric Form and Word available throughout the world.

Avatar Adi Da Works on His Sacred Literature in His Picture Perfect Art Studio, 2006
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Beloved Adi Da’s devotees have the great responsibili-

ty to make Him universally known on Earth. The Da Avatar

Said, over and over, that His devotees are the way to Him,

that it is humankind who bears the Burden of Light to

carry forth the Way of Adidam Ruchiradam eternally.

Avatar Adi Da has already done His Divine Avataric Work

of Meditating everyone. Now the Divine One is waiting for

beings to recognize Him, one by one. 

ay Adi Da Samrajashram be gratefully acknowl-

edged as the Eternal Divine Place on Earth. May

Avatar Adi Da’s Divine Blessings Purify all the sorrows of this

world. May His Divine Blessings Awaken the world to His

Happiness through His Divine Work. Whoever hears His

Divine Word, and lives in obedience to His Divine Person

with the whole being, will experience the utter joy of Non-

separation from the Very Divine Reality of all-and-All. 

I bow down in deepest gratitude to the Person of Da,

and His Supreme Divine Word. The Word of our Beloved

Master is Divine, Perfect, and an incomparable Gift of

Truth that Enlightens all beings and things. 

As our Beloved Master has told us, His Divine Word must

be heard by the “ear” of the heart, not merely by the mind,

so that the being is awakened at depth, beyond the patter-

ing of the brain and the presumption of existence as a sep-

arate body-mind. He has Shown us that there is no separate

body-mind. He has Revealed that, in Reality, all are one and

not-separate in nature, but the contracted body-mind per-

ceives and establishes a false view of Reality.

eloved Adi Da spent a Lifetime communicating

about how to go beyond these presumptions in

recognition-response to Him. 

His Supreme Divine Being, never before Incarnated, is

Fully Manifested, now and forever, in order to Serve the

Illumination of all beings and things, such that the fault of

separation (which hardens us at every level of our beings)

is Washed by His Divine Grace.

Let the Word of the Supreme Divine Guru be felt

beyond the confines of the body and mind. 

Let His Infinite Divine Power Overwhelm all separation

from the Divine Reality. 

The Divine Word and Work of the Supreme Divine

Avatar Washes away the illusions of separate self, Revealing

His Glorious Divine Person, Presence, and State. 

May it be so. 

Ruchiradama Quandra Sukhapur Rani  

Looking northeast to Adi Da Samrajashram, with the Garland of Whales reef



1.

In general, what the “world” wants—

and, therefore, what “religious” institutions

tend to provide—is social association and

optimistic talk, perhaps in combination

with “self”-applied “techniques” that peo-

ple can use as means for consoling

themselves. Therefore, in the “modern

world”, instead of cultures of right prac-

tice, there are “religion businesses” and

“workshops”. The “modern world” is a frag-

mented “world”—full of individuals who

regard their own separateness and inde-

pendence as “absolute”, who demonstrate

no profundity, and who are not moved by

profundity. In this “modern world”, human

beings are becoming progressively more

and more preoccupied with “self”, and

with all of the “whatevers” that can be pur-

sued within the framework of egoity and

“worldliness”.

True human culture is the esoteric

(and, necessarily, ego-transcending) cul-

ture of Reality-Realization— and the

process of Reality-Realization requires

devotion to a genuine Spiritual Master.

However, people in general are not inter-

ested in becoming devoted to a Spiritual

Master. People in general are not inter-

ested in finding a Realizer—nor are they

interested in the fact that the Realizer Is

the “Who” and “What” to be Realized.

In the “modern world”, people are

The Ancient Walk-About Way
an Essay by Avatar Adi Da Samraj from The Aletheon, The Gnosticon, and The Pneumaton
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obsessively interested in what is “out there”—what

they do with one another in the common “world”. If

that is your disposition, you remain involved in mere

exchanges of words—socializing with one another,

and relating to the other aspects of the common

“world” with which you are associated. In that case,

you either refuse all involvement with “religion”, or

else you merely make token (and, inevitably, “self”-

involved) gestures in the direction of “religion”. Such

is the institutionalized exotericism of what is conven-

tionally called “religion”.

The exclusive preoccupation with what is “out

there” is a disposition that is now manifested every-

where on Earth—with dreadful results. Listen to the

global “daily news” of terrible violence and threats.

Look at the absolute emptiness of “consumer egoity”.

It is madness.

Who has seen the madness of this “world”?

Who is disenchanted enough with that madness

to want to find a Spiritual Master?

For whom is this “world” so much of a dead-end

that it cannot be accepted on its own terms, or for its

own sake?

Where is someone for whom there must be a

greater Reality—someone who will be utterly devot-

ed to finding It?

Where are such people? 

In general, people are obsessed with the “world”,

obsessed with perpetuating the patterning that is

already controlling their lives. The non-humans also

show the signs of patterning—but, in their case, the

patterning is a natural genetic structure. Genetic pat-

terning is present in human beings as well—but, in

addition, human beings exhibit mental patterning (or

an elaborate interior pattern of words and perceptual

memories). Thus, human beings are not patterned by

natural, genetically based factors only. Human beings

are also patterned by mind—which has its own kind

of existence, but not a substantial one. Mind has a vir-

tual existence only. Therefore, human beings are

participating in a language-”world”—and, in that

sense, they are patterned not only by natural (genet-

ic) structures but also by mind-forms.

If you are merely involved in patterned behavior,

you are driven to continue that patterning. You have

not yet “come to the end of your rope”—such that

you are actually moved beyond that patterning, and

all that it creates as your destiny.

Since the moment of My Birth, I have not had five

minutes of inclination to be satisfied by the possibil-

ities in this “world”. To Me, it has always been perfectly

self-evident that this “world” is not satisfactory, and

that I could not possibly choose this “world”, in and of

itself. To Me, there is no argument for choosing this

“world”. Choose what? Just to play this absurd

game—and then drop dead? And why play, if the

dropping dead could happen in any moment?

Simply because you have the inclination to play the

game does not necessarily mean that you will get to

do so—even for one more moment.

What is there about the conditionally manifested

“world” that is potentially satisfying to such a degree

that human beings can accept it absolutely? In Truth,

there is nothing about the “world” that is thus satisfy-

ing. Nevertheless, human beings are patterned in

such a manner that, to them, this “world” seems

choosable.

The conditionally manifested “world” is simply

pattern patterning. Enacting their genetic and men-

tal patterning is, in general, all that human beings do.

If you become disenchanted with the patterning

“world”, you look for something Greater. If you are

truly disenchanted, you cannot be consoled by

believer’s nonsense. Rather, the “What” you would

have is Something that you cannot yet name. It must

be Something that is Inherently and Absolutely

13



Satisfactory, Something That is Greater than all other

possibilities. Even though you have things to do in

daily life, and you continue to live and breathe, and

so forth, you are always looking for That Which Is

Ultimately and Inherently Satisfactory. And, when

you find It, you devote your life to It.

That is how True Spiritual life is supposed to work.

That is how it has worked traditionally. Those of the

disposition to look for Something Greater would,

when they found a True Realizer, fall at the Realizer’s

Feet, make That One their Spiritual Master, and serve

the Spiritual Master with their lives and with all that

they had. Such serious people constantly turned to

their Spiritual Master by means of the inner discipline

of “self”-forgetting devotion and the outer discipline

of “self”-forgetting service.

Such is the basic traditional Teaching. Such is the

fundamental Teaching. That Teaching is not elabo-

rate. That Teaching does not even need to be

communicated in words. You turn to the Master, and

you serve the Master—and that is it. That is the

ancient Teaching. Fundamentally, this practice is not

something that can be communicated by words. It is

just something you do, having found the Master. This

is a self-evident and tacitly communicated Teaching.

In the Great Tradition of humankind, there are var-

ious detailed teachings about the process of

relationship with the Spiritual Master, about What

there is to Realize, and so forth. My Own such

detailed Instruction is fully and completely Given in

My many “Source-Texts”. Nevertheless, My funda-

mental Instruction is very simple: Turn to Me, and

serve Me. Such is the inner discipline and the outer

discipline of the only-by-Me Revealed and Given

Reality-Way of Adidam (or Adidam Ruchiradam).

2.

In Its essence, the Way that I have Revealed and

Given is simply turning to Me and serving Me.

However, the ego is incapable of doing such right

practice of the only-by-Me Revealed and Given

Reality-Way of Adidam. Rather, the ego merely thinks

about doing the practice. “Thinking about doing it” is

an activity unique to human primates—animals who

have a highly developed language-facility, and

(thereby) a capability to make mind and to be

formed by mind.

Mind is “artificial intelligence”. Mind is the first

“robot” that human beings ever made. In the usual

discussions of such matters, artificial intelligence is

presumed to be something generated by comput-

ers. In actuality, however, language is the first form of

artificial intelligence created by human beings.

There is no mind. Mind is a myth. There is lan-

guage—which is programmed by brains, and which,

in turn, programs brains. However, there is no tangi-

ble existence to “mind” itself—absolutely none.

Nevertheless, human beings identify with the “mind”

as “self”, and (thereby) invent destiny for themselves,

and even project that “self”-imagined destiny into an

idea of time and space beyond the present physical

lifetime.

Mind is an interior projection of a language-pro-

gram that, in its imaginative elaboration of itself,

conceives of purposes and ideas (in the realm of illu-

sion) for which there are no corresponding physical

data. Human beings are all living in a “virtual world”

of mind. Human beings are, characteristically,

egoically “self”-identified with a “robot”, an artificial

intelligence.

Real Intelligence is tacit (or intrinsically wordless)

living existence. Where there is such tacit living exis-

tence, a Realizer (of Reality) can be recognized, and

14



you are immediately able to devote yourself to a

Realizer as Master—because such a relationship does

not, fundamentally, require any words.

If you are sensitive to the actual nature of your

“experience”, you discover that conditionally mani-

fested existence is disturbed and limited and

unsatisfactory. Therefore, you actively look (even if

only inwardly, in a feeling sense) for Something

Greater. When you find a True Realizer, you simply see

the Realizer in front of you, and you tacitly feel the

State of the Realizer. That tacit recognition is not

about words. It is not about the Realizer’s state of

mind. It is not about the Realizer as an extension of

the language-game. It is simply a tacit recognition of

the Realizer As the Self-Realization (and the Self-

Revelation) of Reality Itself.

When you find such a one—of whatever degree

or mode of Realization—you tacitly recognize him or

her as Spiritual Master. That recognition converts you,

on the spot, to the most ancient (and even pre-his-

torical) Way. In other words, as soon as that

recognition occurs, the Way of devotion to the

Realizer begins. That Way of devotion is a sponta-

neous happening, which is beyond the patterning
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that binds you to the “world”-mummery and the pur-

suit of egoic “self”-fulfillment.

The Way of devotion to the Realizer is a simple

matter: There is an inner discipline of life, and there is

an outer discipline of life. The inner discipline is to

turn to the Spiritual Master, moment to moment—

forgetting all else, going beyond your program,

being released of ego-patterning by not using it. The

outer discipline is to attend to the Spiritual Master

and serve the Spiritual Master. Of course, if verbal

instruction is given, you adapt your life of practice to

that instruction. Nevertheless, the relationship to the

16
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Spiritual Master is, fundamentally, about these

inner and outer disciplines—which are not in the

realm of mind, not in the realm of the “artificial

intelligence” of egoity. Right practice is entirely

straightforward.

That Which Is to Be Realized is not in the realm

of mind. Therefore, Realization is not about eter-

nalizing mind. Realization is not about the life of

the mind after death. 

Rather, Realization is about Reality Itself—Prior

to mind, Prior to patterning, Prior to the “world”-

mummery. Reality Itself—Which Is Divine—Is All

The God There Is. In and of and As Itself, Reality

(Itself ) Is Self-Existing and Self-Radiant. That is

What there is to Realize.

I Am That. Those who truly devotionally recog-

nize Me will Find Me and simply turn to Me and

serve Me. Yes, I Give Instructions—and My true

devotees simply practice them. That is that. For My

true devotee, it must be as simple as that. My true

devotee is moved beyond mind. My true devotee

simply—on Sight—”Knows” Me, and is (therefore)

moved to serve Me and to practice the funda-

mental practice that is beyond all words, which is

simply the inner and outer practice of turning to

Me. That is the Way.

Such right relationship to the Realizer is the

universal Teaching. It is the ancient (and pre-his-

torical) Walk-About Teaching—and it is the

fundamental Teaching I have Given. My funda-

mental Teaching is the devotional turning (and

the inner and outer disciplining) of all four primary

psycho-physical faculties—and, thus, the whole

bodily “self”-forgetting (and, as such, ego-tran-

scending) turning of body, emotion, mind, and

breath to Me.

3.

To live in right relationship to Me is both an

inner and an outer exercise. Those who enact that

inner-and-outer exercise are (both tacitly and ver-

bally) Instructed by Me in various modes of

“self”-discipline, and in the total fundamental psy-

cho-physical process inherent in devotional

surrender to Me (which, in due course, becomes a

by-Me-Transcendentally-Spiritually-Awakened

practice— always founded in the devotional turn-

ing to Me). Altogether, the only-by-Me Revealed

and Given Reality-Way of Adidam is a fundamen-

tal simplicity that is Beyond and Prior to

words—even though it is both possible and nec-

essary to also make verbal communications about

It.

I Am Adidam, As It Is—Prior to words. I have

Said what can be said about the Reality-Way of

Adidam—but, fundamentally, there is nothing to

say. Words are not a replacement for practicing

the Reality-Way of Adidam. Words themselves are

not the Reality-Way of Adidam.

The only-by-Me Revealed and Given Reality-

Way of Adidam Is Prior to words, Beyond words.

The only-by-Me Revealed and Given Reality-Way

of Adidam Is simply the tacit (or wordless and ego-

transcending) practice of the relationship to Me.

For anyone who is serious, that relationship and

that practice are self-evident.

The ego-patterning of mind tends to separate

the Reality-Way of Adidam from Me, reducing the

Reality-Way of Adidam to the form of words only.

True devotees of Mine use My Words rightly—to

simply serve the practice of devotional turning to

Me.

Fundamentally, the only-by-Me Revealed and

Given Reality-Way of Adidam Is devotional turning
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of the four principal faculties to Me—not merely talk-

ing about doing so. The practice of the Reality-Way of

Adidam requires the devotional recognition-

response to Me, and the moment to moment

turning of the four principal faculties to Me. That

does not begin only when you come into the “inner

temple” of fully established practice of the Reality-

Way of Adidam—it must happen even in the “outer

temple” of approach and adaptation to the Reality-

Way of Adidam.

If you reduce Me, or the Reality-Way of Adidam, to

words, then you do not respond to Me. You do not

turn to Me. Instead, you merely turn to the words,

respond to the words—and, thus, you turn back in

on your own mind.

The human mind is a facsimile machine. This

“machine” merely replicates language-forms in the

illusion of mind. The “machine” feeds language into

the computer of the illusion of mind with which peo-

ple identify themselves. That illusion is who they

mean when they refer to themselves—the body-

mind-complex, the mortal bio-form associated with

the “artificial intelligence” of talk, of space-and-time

“point of view”, of ego-”I” constructs, of language, of

language-based brain, and (altogether) of ego-based

and brain-based psycho-physical ideas and percep-

tual memories.

You do not “have” all of your words in mind right

now. Where are they? The only words of which you

are aware at any moment are the words you are

thinking or speaking at that moment. Where are the

rest of your words? You never think or speak all of

your words at once. You never have them in mind all

at once. You are not the mind. Where is the mind? 

The mind has no substantial existence. The mind

is simply stored as language-bits (or patterns of lan-

guage and remembered perceptions) in the brain.

When a particular brain dies, other replicating

machines carry on the language-mind— continuing

it from one generation to the next.

Where is the “God” in that? Where is the Divine in

that? Where is the Truth in that? Where is the Reality

in that? Where is the Realization in that? The Great

Process is not in any such artificial, conditional, and

insubstantial replicating cycle. When people are

“thinking” or “talking” about “religion”, they think that

“religion” is about some kind of survival of mind, or

even some kind of survival of body-mind-”self” some-

where. Such a notion is merely a mind-based illusion.

It is a “self”-idea, a mere and insubstantial “self”-reflec-

tion, the illusion of a substantial and separately

existing “ego”, reflected in the Mirror That Is Reality

Itself. Because of a facsimile made of words—only

some of which, in any moment, arise from the brain

and enter the field of conditional awareness—there

is the ego-presumption, or the separate-”I”-presump-

tion, of an infinitely self-replicating, eternal

“self”-mind.

There is no such thing as eternal mind. That notion

is an absolute illusion. The mind is as mortal as the

hardware, as mortal as the bodily machine. When the

machine stops working, the mind likewise stops work-

ing. The only mind that exists afterward is the mind

carried by the other replicating machines. So what is

there after death? The same thing as there is before

birth—Reality Itself, the Divine Self-Nature, Self-

Condition, and Self-State only. After death—as, also,

during the physical lifetime—anything and every-

thing of mind persists only non-personally, as pattern

patterning, without intrinsic “self”-consciousness.

If you were truly aware of mind, you would not

want it to go on. It is a terrible, horrific source of

bondage. It is a dreadful trap. Human beings are not

only trapped in the mortality of their physical bodies,

they are trapped in the absurdity of mind.

Realization is Beyond mind. Realization has no
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mind. I Am That. In My Divine Avataric Incarnation

here, I have no inherent association with mind. I am

not thinking now. The words are being uttered

because of the conjunction of This Body with the

human-born circumstance. There is a mind-process

in the brain of This Body, but I am not sitting in that

mind. I Am Always Already Beyond and Prior to body,

mind, and ego-”self”. I, Myself, have nothing to do

with mind. This Body, being Uniquely Born, Speaks

the Uniqueness That It Speaks, because It is wholly

Conformed to Me. But I am not the mind. I am not

body, and I am not mind, and I am not ego-”I”.

Conventional “religion” says the body is mortal

and the body dies, but the “I” somehow survives.

Such an idea is based on identification with mind as

if it were some kind of personal identity that is going

to survive death. To presume that mind is eternal is

the same as claiming that life in the “world” is eternal.

It is not.

People typically do not want to observe and

understand and transcend themselves directly. Yet, if

(in the moment to moment context of all your life-

choices and seeking-efforts) you can observe and

understand that the total body-mind (or conditional

“self”, or ego-”I”) is intrinsically and irreducibly “self”-

contracted and unhappy, then you have the

2006
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capability to transcend egoity and to change in the

context of your association with all others, and in the

context of your entire association with life, and in the

context of the devotional and (in due course)

Transcendental Spiritual process of your relationship

to Me and (on that basis) your unobstructed partici-

pation in the Divine (or Real God).

The Divine (or Real God) is not a “Deity”. The Divine

(or Real God) Is Reality Itself. Apart from right and

true “self”-understanding, you cannot rightly and

truly participate in the devotional and (in due course)

Transcendental Spiritual process of your relationship

to Me—and, thus, altogether, you cannot rightly and

truly and unobstructedly participate in Reality Itself

(Which Is the only Real God, or the One, and

Indivisible, and Perfectly egoless Self-Nature, Self-

Condition, and Self-State That Is the Divine).

To be moved toward Real-God Realization in the

Reality-Way of Adidam is to be moved toward the

transcending of egoity in Real (Acausal) God.

Therefore, to be moved toward Real-God Realization

in the Reality-Way of Adidam is to be moved toward

the Divine Itself, based on a unique understanding of

What the Divine Itself Is. The Divine Itself is not the

conventional “God” of common (or egoic) “religion”,

or even the “God” of the fourth, the fifth, or the sixth

stage of life. Rather, the Divine Itself Is Real (Acausal)

God—the Divine Self-Nature, Self-Condition, and

Self-State Avatarically Self-Revealed by and As Me.

Real (Acausal) God Is the True and egoless Divine

Beloved of every heart! You must transcend separate

and separative “self” (or ego-”I”) to be entered into

right and true participation in the Self-Nature, Self-

Condition, and Self-State of That One.

In your tacit clarity, you are inherently able to

wake up to the illusions in which you have been liv-

ing. In that awakening, you tacitly understand that

you are in a mortal situation, that everything by

which you are bound and everything with which you

are identified is mortal and suffering—absolutely

everything. If you want to Realize Freedom from that

mortality, and “Locate” the Reality That Is “Bright”,

Most Profound, Intrinsically egoless, and Self-

Evidently Divine, then you come to Me. If, on the

other hand, you are not yet moved beyond body and

mind to Truth Itself, to That Which Is Divine, then you

will simply keep your distance from Me. You will pre-

fer illusions and illusion-mongers, illusion-

salespeople. You will prefer the “talk” and the “talkers”,

the “talking” schools, the consoling association with

others, in various kinds of social connections. You will

like things you can do or believe or think that will

make you feel consoled in the moment. That is what

is being “sold” everywhere in the “world”.

If you disconnect the Reality-Way of Adidam from

the direct relationship to Me, and reduce It merely to

words, then you have merely created another means

for “selling” mind. If you remain busy with mind, with

body, with social situation, struggling to be fulfilled

by all of that, there is, inevitably, a tacit and perpetu-

al dis-ease, an anxiety of fear just under the surface, a

constant gnawing sense of the unsatisfactoriness of

“this”.

But who will act on this sense of unsatisfactoriness?

Who will look for the Realizer, to the point of even

noticing Me? 

4.

Fundamentally, all I Call My devotees to do is the

inner and outer discipline of turning to Me. Anyone

can do that discipline. I can put My Communication

about that discipline into elaborate speech—but,

fundamentally, that discipline is simply about turn-

ing to Me, as an inner-and-outer response to Me, and

doing so constantly.
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Fundamentally, the inner and outer discipline of

turning to Me is all the Teaching I have Given—except

for all My Words. But I do not need to Say a word about

that fundamental Teaching. I could just be here As I

Am, and such turning to Me is what would be done by

those who devotionally recognize Me. My fundamen-

tal Teaching is Unspoken. What does My Teaching

amount to, as a practice to be engaged? It is the inner-

and-outer turning to Me—such that your inner

process is the turning of every faculty of the body-

mind-”self” to Me, and your outer action is service to

Me, or attending to Me. Essentially, to practice devo-

tion to Me is to constantly turn to Me—whole bodily.

Fundamentally, the only-by-Me Revealed and

Given Reality-Way of Adidam is a tacit (or wordless)

matter. The Reality-Way of Adidam is inevitably prac-

ticed by someone who devotionally recognizes

Me—just as the Way of devotion to the Spiritual

Master has been practiced in spontaneous response

to the Spiritual Master since the most ancient of pre-

historical days. If you are disenchanted with the

“world” (and not merely governed in your attention

by its possibilities), you are (thereby) open to notic-

ing My Primal Divine State and capable of surrender

into the Inherent Attractiveness of My Primal Divine

State. My true devotees notice Me exactly As That

Primal Divine State. If you are not merely bound in

your attention by your own ego-patterning, you can

notice Me and become My devotee. Simply to see a

photograph of My Bodily Form should be enough. To

“Know” Me Is “Perfect Knowledge” of Reality Itself.

The devotional relationship to Me is not about

the words. The words are important, and have their

significance—but their significance is only in the

context of the active practice of devotion to Me. The

practice I have Given you is about noticing Me here,

Da Purnima, 2008



having your attention move to Me, and being devo-

tionally Attracted to Me—Beyond all words. The

practice of Adidam is not about listening to Me talk

all the time—as if there were something I must yet

say in order to convince people to be devotees of

Mine. Indeed, there is nothing that I can say to make

people devotees of Mine. People will become My

devotees only if they notice Me and are (thereby)

moved to Me. That is it.

A hermitage is a place where people go who are

attracted by a Spiritual Master. Perhaps they hear

about the Spiritual Master from others, and then they

go to see the Spiritual Master. That is typical in the

traditional setting. A hermitage might not necessari-

ly be readily accessible to people. In fact, in the

traditional setting, a hermitage would typically be

remote. The more remote a hermitage is, the fewer

the people that would go there.

If human beings would cultivate the free energy

and attention to recognize a true Realizer, and (thus,

merely by Sighting Me) be turned to Me, I could sim-

ply be silently retired in My Chosen Place, and

countless people would constantly come to Me from

everywhere, based entirely on their tacit and simple

devotional recognition of Me. Indeed, all of that is

the only form of true devotional recognition-

response to Me. Therefore, having spent many

decades wandering in the “world”, Speaking and

Acting in every manner, in order to set energy and

attention free in humankind—I now (and forever

hereafter) Wait in My Free Place, for true devotees to

recognize Me, and respond to Me, and come to Me.

5.

You will not be able to take My Words from this

“world”.

Either you will Realize Me or you will not.

September 11, 2008
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It is one or the other.

There is no “objective” paradise after death.

There is klik-klak, pattern patterning—and it is

utterly non-necessary, and can be perfectly tran-

scended.

If you Find Me, and practice devotion to Me, then

devotional Communion with Me becomes your destiny.

6.

If a person sees a picture of My Divinely-

Avatarically-Born bodily (human) Divine Form, then it

is up to that individual what he or she will do in

response. If people do not respond to Me, on the

basis of devotionally recognizing Me, they are mere-

ly responding to My Words—and that is not the basis

for right practice of the Reality-Way of Adidam.

I should be preserved in My Silence here—As I

Am. I should not be required to Speak.

The traditional Buddhist text Fifty Verses of Guru-

Devotion contains the admonition: Do not do

anything to disturb the Master’s mind. What does

that admonition mean? It means that you must not

provoke your Master to speak. It means: “Do not

reduce your Master to words.” It does not mean that

you should avoid bringing about bad thoughts in

your Master. It means: “Do not provoke your Master

to enter into the programmed ‘world’ of thought and

speech. Let your Master Be.” 

My Place of Choice (and of Perpetual Retreat) is

where My devotees let Me Be, and (altogether)

where people come to Me As I Am. “Knowing” Me on

Sight is the beginning of Adidam. Therefore, the

opportunity to Sight Me is the purpose of coming to

My Sacred Chosen Place. Do not come to Me as a

“talker”, or as someone coming on the basis of a “pro-

gram”. When you come to Me, you must really and

truly turn to Me—whole bodily, “inside” and “outside”.

That, in essence, is the Reality-Way of Adidam. There

may be Words from Me from time to time—but, if

you reduce your practice of the Reality-Way of

Adidam to an abstraction made of words, you have

no lawful basis for coming to Me.

The disposition of the ancient Walk-About Way is

simply to turn to the Realizer in the very moment of

sighting the Realizer. Just so, My true devotees simply

turn to Me on Sight. They turn to Me with everything

“inside” and everything “outside”—such that the

entire body-mind is turned to Me, rather than turned

on itself and wandering in its patterning. Such devo-

tional turning to Me is a simple matter. And those

who do not immediately turn to Me on Sight should

be served in such a manner that they can come to

that point in due course.

My Sitting before you, without speaking, is

Sufficient.

That mere Sitting without speaking is My Essential

Teaching.

There is nothing more fundamental than That.

Simply Behold Me.

If you devotionally recognize Me, you will turn to

Me and surrender to Me. If you devotionally recog-

nize Me, you do not merely perform a genuflection

as a mechanical ritual. You simply live in My service,

perpetually attentive to Me. That is it.

If you devotionally recognize Me, you will come to

Me constantly. Likewise, you will also Commune with

Me constantly—wherever you are, always turning to

Me. Yes, you will follow My Instructions—but always

based on this fundamental turning to Me, which is

based on the mere Sighting of Me.

Therefore, most basically, the only-by-Me Revealed

and Given Reality-Way of Adidam is simply This:

Turn to Me on Sight.

That Is “It”.
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Adi Da Samraj Embracing Solo Finau, His first Fijian devotee
November 4, 1993

vatar Adi Da first began to use the

term “Acception” in the year 2006

while Creating the Image-Art Suite

He entitled Ciqomi (Acception). “Ciqomi” is the

name Given by Beloved Adi Da in 1983 to the

Fijian village at Adi Da Samrajashram. Its mean-

ing is “Great Reception”, in acknowledgment of

their open-hearted acceptance of Him. 

Adi Da Samraj then expanded on His use of

the term “Acception” to refer to His being accept-

ed in and by the world altogether. Thus, this

period from October 23 to January 11 is a cele-

bration of responsiveness to the Incarnation of

the Divine Person. During this period, devotees

honor Beloved Adi Da’s Birth and Self-

”Emergence” and celebrate His Gifts, by which all

can be transformed. 

The Great Acception
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The Great Acception

An Image from Avatar Adi Da’s Artistic Suite entitled

Geome Five: Ciqomi (Acception)
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Temple Dau Loloma

o not carry the Western way to Me. Observe Me and the tradi-

tional way. That is how to approach Me, and how things are

handled. Unless people are happy at heart, nothing is right. All

beings must be given great respect because all live in the heart, and the heart

can be wounded, offended. The heart must speak, the heart must make its

sign of respect, all beings must be loved.  
Adi Da Samraj, April 3, 1995 

All Beings Live in the Heart



Adi Da Samraj outside Indefinable, His Village Residence, Naitauba Padavara Mela, October 27, 2008



Avatar Adi Da Speaks with devotees and two Fijian men,

including His devotee Solo Finau, who is in the process of

deciding whether to leave Adi Da Samrajashram to handle

his responsibilities on his home island.

hen you have something to tell to Me at

heart, you must always come to Me and

tell Me. You and your family are under My

protection, full of Love and Blessing. We are all kin, all

friends, all family here. We live the life of love and respect.

We must speak to one another as appropriate. 

All My devotees should learn from this traditional way.

The traditional way is not just a formality. It is full of heart.

Respect is full of heart, and people are hurt at heart when

they do not have access to their tui*, access to their kin,

when they cannot make appropriate gifts and talk things

out. 

Most of you here are Westerners, and you are immune

to your heart in some ways. You take offenses blithely, like

“water off a duck's back”. You do not notice that, for there

to be right life, there must be real respect, real honoring

of the heart, real honoring of people's feelings, and that is

the basis on which to live. That is what I have been telling

you all the while. Now, after a long struggle, I finally

became Fijian, and now this is the law! The traditional way,

the Fijian way, the tradition of love and respect, that hon-

ors the heart and blesses people, and gives full access to

whoever is in charge, so that all things are addressed with

love and respect, and people are happy—that is the Fijian

way. Am I right, My Solo?

That is what we do here. That is what all My devotees

must do with Me. Do not bring the “Western” way to Me.

Observe Me, the traditional way, the Fijian way. That is

how to approach Me, and how things are handled. Unless

people are happy at heart, nothing is right. All beings

must be given great respect because all live in the heart,

and the heart can be wounded, offended. The heart must

speak, the heart must make its sign of respect, all beings

must be loved. That is how we do it. This is how I have

related to My beloved Solo all these years.

think Solo first noticed how full of Love and

Respect I am when his father, of blessed memory,

passed. That is when he first noticed how full of Love and

Respect I am, and (therefore) full of Love and Respect for all

of his family, all of his relations, his home island. My Solo

knows this, and I demand that continue, and that My Solo

and My true friends, fellow Fijians, are allowed to relate to

Me through this great love and respect. 

Westerners make all kinds of arbitrary decisions to

The Tradition of Love and Respect
A Discourse by Adi Da Samraj Given on His boat, the Turaga Dau Loloma, April 3, 1995

Avatar Adi Da Samraj, Naitauba Padavara, 2008

*Fijian for “chief ”
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handle business without “considering” the heart and the

matter of respect and the human scale of reality. This

humanity, this love and respect, is not yet forgotten in Fiji.

I am here to preserve it. My Solo is here to preserve that,

to have Fiji always be about love and respect, not about

just doing things. The Fijian tradition is about love and

respect, about humanity, real human life, filled with

respect, no one denied, no one offended. That is right, but

you Westerners are rather oblivious to that. You do not

quite know about it. You have forgotten it for so long. 

I live the Fijian way here. It is all full of Love and

Respect—Happiness. Things must be said, words must be

Children and teachers of Ciqomi Primary School sing for Adi Da Samraj, Naitauba Padavara Mela, 2007

The boys of Ciqomi perform the meke for Avatar Adi Da, 2008
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spoken. If it does not happen quite

right, you must do it again, soon. You

must make it right or the heart is bro-

ken, the heart is unhappy.

ove and respect, life-happi-

ness. Everyone Blessed, and

set free of unhappiness, suffering,

stupidity. Just love, all love, all

respect. All hugging, all kisses. You

see how much you have to learn

from us Fijians? Very few on Earth still

do this tradition of love and respect.

Most people on Earth are trying to

destroy that. In Fiji we must uphold

it, we must continue it. We must. Do

not ever give up the tradition of love

and respect. Whatever I can do to

preserve that tradition, I am here to

Do just that.

In Fiji, the people understand

how to serve. Those who serve are

not mocked or regarded to be bad

people. Service is a respectful dispo-

sition. In the traditional circumstance

in Fiji, there are tuis, people in

authority, but they have a kinship,

love-relationship to everyone.

Everyone has access to the tui. The

tui is there to serve the people and to

serve them with love and respect.

The people give love and respect to

the tui, but the tui gives love and

respect to the people. To serve is a

great and respectful circumstance or

disposition or purpose of life. Those

who serve must also be served.

The tui serves the people and the

people have access to him. The true

tui is not just feared, the true tui is

loved. The true tui is loved, because

he does not separate himself from his

friends, from his family, from his peo-

ple. That is the true way of the tuis. It

is a family system, a kinship system, a

tradition of love and respect, which

everyone serves. The greatest ser-

vants are the tuis. They are there to

serve, not merely to be served. They

are there to serve. They are the means

whereby all the people are served

and relieved of their suffering, as far

as it can be done in this world. 

There is much suffering in this

world, but as much as we can do to

The yaqona is prepared by the men of Ciqomi, 2010

The women of Ciqomi perform the meke for Avatar Adi Da, 2008
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serve one another and relieve one another’s suffering, we

must do this. We must. We love to do so. Those who are in

a position of responsibility or authority are there to do so in

love, as if everyone in the world is true family. 

That is how we do it in Fiji, that is the Fijian way. That is

My Way—Love and Respect. If there are tuis, people in

authority, that is good because they are there to serve the

people. People serve the tuis, but the tuis serve the peo-

ple. That is the ancient way in this country. That is what I

am here to Do. 

am Fijian. I was born in New York, in America, but I

am a Fijian citizen and a True Fijian. Here we live

with love and respect. I Love and Respect you. You love and

respect Me. We talk to one another when necessary. You

look in My Face, and you say what you have to say, and you

understand that I Love you and Respect you, and you are a

true man. That is how we live here. 

I am the Tui here, full of Love and Respect for you. You

must be served, and that is what I am going to Do, with all

of you. [speaking to a Fijian man] You are not white, are

you? That means nothing to Me—nothing! I am sort of

white, yet I am a True Fijian man, and in Fiji, we could not

care less about color. We do not. I do not. All men and

women are true men and women, worthy of love and

respect. All! Color has nothing to do with anything here.

That is how we live here, all love and respect, eye to eye. 

Every man lives with his family, and every man serves

his tui, but every tui must serve all the men, all the women,

all the children. That is how we live here, eye to eye, full of

love and respect. No hiding, no embarrassment. 

Every day of your life you relate to Me with love and

respect, and I Do likewise to you. It is a discipline that allows

us all to be happy, as happy as it is possible to be in this

world, which is full of death and suffering. What we must do

with one another is relieve the suffering with love. We must

cooperate with one another, be tolerant of one another, and

be at peace with one another, truly. No offense, no fear.

None. All of us happy in our hearts. You serve Me with love

and respect, and I will Do likewise to you.

This is a Unique Place on Earth, full of love and respect

and truly human happiness. Make your place here,
understanding that I Love and Bless you.       

The flags of Fiji, the Global Cooperative Forum, and Adi Da fly outside each of Avatar Adi Da's Residences at Adi Da Samrajashram
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The Universal World-Prayer

Da Agnilingasthana, Holy Site of the Perpetual Fire Puja for the sake of world-Blessing

A Prayer To The Heart of Reality, Proposed By The Divine World-Teacher, 

Adi Da Samraj, For Non-Sectarian Use By Humankind

eloved, Inmost Heart of every heart, 

do not Let our human hearts be broken

by our merely mortal suffering here— 

but Make our mortal human hearts break-Free

to an unconditional love of You,

that we may, Thus, love all living beings

with Love’s own True, and Truly broken, Heart.
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I Established a Place 

of My Radiation 

t is an Eternal Intention that I

Demonstrate and Speak about during My

physical Lifetime, a Work to go on forever. I

Established a Place of My Radiation. It is the

Place where this Body in Its end-time will be

fitted. I have Accounted for everything. My

Mahasamadhi Site will ultimately become the

Principal Locus on the Island. The “Root”-

Place, the Source-Point is here, at Adi Da

Samrajashram, where people will have that

most immediate contact with Me beyond My

physical Lifetime. This is the Principal Seat, the

Blessing-Seat, the Source-Position—in perpetu-

ity. People are to come to Me, where and As I

Am. That is how I will Transform humankind

and the Earth-“world”.

Adi Da Samraj, November 20, 1993

uring the Great Acception period, the architectural plans for the establishment of an Empowered

place of access to His Divine Presence at the Outshining “Brightness” Gates were unveiled.   

The Temple at the “Brightness” Gates

Inside the Temple at the Gates of the Outshining “Brightness”, there
will be a life-size statue of Avatar Adi Da with a photographic
image of the view from Atma Nadi Shakti Loka Temple behind

Virtual mock-up of the interior of the Temple at the 
Outshining “Brightness” Gates 

can never leave the world. 

All of this is my form. 

All of this is floating in my hands of bliss. 

I endure forever as my own bliss.

Adi Da Samraj, Crazy Da Must Sing

Dome with oculus and lotus design 

To donate to this and other projects at 

Adi Da Samrajashram, please go to 

http://naitauba.org/Projects.html



onight this Place is being Saturated by My

Presence. Today I Am the Master here,

because these Signs are in Evidence. They are the

first Evidence of the Blessing of this Place.

I Know the Power and the content of the Sign

of the Divine Transcendental Spiritual Force,

which you also are observing here. It appears to

be just rain, but you know how this rain always

follows Me. Rain is a Sign that follows Me wher-

ever I go. It is the Evidence of My Spiritual

Occupation of a place. The rain is the important

Sign, the outer evidence of the Force that will

make this Place truly Mine. 

Adi Da Samraj, October 28, 1983

Avatar Adi Da Steps onto Naitauba Island at 1:32 p.m.

The Hermitage-Arrival of Adi Da Samraj
October 27, 1983

fter five years of intensive worldwide search for an appropriate Hermitage for Beloved

Adi Da, the beautiful island of Naitauba was found for Him by a devotee. It was a

momentous occasion when Avatar Adi Da took His First Step onto the sand of His remote pris-

tine Hermitage in the middle of the world—neither of the East nor of the West.

Hours following Avatar Adi Da’s Arrival, a long drought on the Island ended with a down-

pouring of heavy rain. About this Beloved Adi Da Said:

Beloved Adi Da is greeted by the Fijian women of Naitauba and devotees.  
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An Unfathomable Moment in
the History of Humankind

Annie Rogers first sat in Darshan with

Avatar Adi Da on His Birthday in 1973. She

now lives near the Mountain Of Attention

Sanctuary in Lake County, California.

he most spectacular aspect of

the arrival on Naitauba was

Avatar Adi Da’s obvious Love of the

Island, His Happiness at having a place

to freely Do His Work. His Work was

always unconventional, and even

from the earliest days in Los Angeles

He longed for a place of such freedom.

Persimmon (later the Mountain Of

Attention) was that place during the

1970s, yet it had its limitations.

Naitauba, at last, was the place where

Avatar Adi Da could do His Work with

absolute abandon to Liberate His

devotees—to Do whatever was need-

ed for our sake. 

Beloved Adi Da’s Happiness about

this was evident from the first night

when He was told that the Island had

been acquired. Thereafter, during

what seemed like a very long wait at

Nukubati in Fiji while the Island was

being prepared for Avatar Adi Da’s

arrival, He spoke often about the sig-

nificance of the place.

I remember standing on that

Sacred Island and watching His plane

circle overhead as He viewed the

Island for the first time from above. It

was such an unfathomable moment,

not only in the history of Avatar Adi

Da’s Divine Work, but altogether in the

history of humankind. The Divine

Avatar had found His remote Place to

Work, to Establish Hermitage, for His

Eternal Blessing. 

And that Happiness was evident all

over His Beautiful Body as He stepped

onto the sand of Naitauba’s lagoon.

Those first minutes were glorious as

His Divine Presence began to Radiate

through the Island. With that Footstep

He began to make the Island His. The

sun was bright and warm, and the

water was clear. Everything was

brighter than mere nature could be. It

appeared that Avatar Adi Da’s

“Brightness” was Pervading the natural

world of Naitauba. The sky, the sea, and

devotees all seemed supernaturally

bright.  

The Fijian welcome was tender,

and Avatar Adi Da’s embrace of their

openness to Him moved all our hearts.

Never before had He received such

gestures from those who were not His

formal devotees. We swooned when

He kissed the Fijian woman, Kalo.

Nothing like that had ever happened

before, and it set the tone of all the

future years of His relationship to the

Fijians. It also set the tone of happiness

of celebration for the next few days.

eloved Adi Da’s Joy was even

more evident as He was

escorted around the village for the

first time by the men who had helped

Adi Da Samraj touring His new Hermitage just after His Arrival 
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aitauba is a Divine Gift for the sake of

everyone. This is a Great Accomplishment

involving a great struggle. The Force of My

Vision has made this possible. I am Happy for My devo-

tees, and we are Happy together. I can make a difference

with this piece of Earth. This Place is a Chakra, a Center

of Influence that could change the life of humankind. 

What a Beauty! What a Grace! May all beings be

Blessed. May the Island be Blessed. May all who argue

with the Truth and who despair be made Blissful and

be Transformed by Me to Happiness and Love-Bliss.

May all beings on this planet—human, subhuman,

and beyond the human, come and gone, here and else-

where—may they all be Blessed by this Event. May they

be Blessed. May they be Blessed. May they be Blessed.

Adi Da Samraj, September 15, 1983

to acquire the Island for Him and had prepared it for His

arrival. Also with Him were the rest of the Hermitage

group, including the children. He was shown His House,

which had belonged to the previous owner, the American

actor Raymond Burr. Then He was shown what the Fijians

called the “long house”, and then many more buildings.

Everything delighted Him

t was a rapturous few days of celebration with

devotees and Fijians. There were traditional Fijian

dances, feasts, gifts from devotees around the world,

flower malas, badminton on the lawn, and getting

Beloved Adi Da settled in His new House. And there was

the wonder of living in a place where flowers were grow-

ing everywhere! 

I felt sobriety as well as all of these delights. From the

moment Beloved Adi Da stepped onto the Island, after the

sweet greeting and honoring from the Fijians at the wharf,

He walked along the little path that led along the beach 

into the village. There, on the lawn between Indefinable

and what is now the retreat quarters (but what was then

the coconut processing area), He Gave a spontaneous

devotional Sighting. He was standing with His back to the

lagoon and the ocean beyond, facing us as we stood

receiving His Blessing-Glance on this most auspicious occa-

sion. In that Glance, I could see that His arrival here in this

most beautiful place was a new moment. It was now a time

to really take on the ego-transcending practice beyond any

petty demands for self-fulfillment and consolation. It was a

serious moment, and although that demand was formida-

ble, I felt a deep commitment to making my life about true

practice. 

ecause of the Great Freedom Beloved Adi Da was

able to exercise in His new Hermitage, I had no

choice. He began to Do the Work that was necessary to

push me beyond my wildest imaginings to a path toward

true self-transcending practice.      



The rhythmic beating of the lali drum announces the arrival
of Avatar Adi Da’s Murti-Form

The Ceremony of the Sevusevu

A traditional Fijian hanging flower arrangement 

The Footprints of Adi Da Samraj on the beach at Adi Da Samrajashram, 2005

evotees gather with our Ciqomi friends to celebrate the joyful moment of the Arrival of Adi

Da Samraj at His Eternal Hermitage Seat. The celebration lasts from early morning, with the

building of the lovo fire, until early the next morning, when the dancing stops.    

Naitauba Padavara Mela 
October 27, 2010
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Naitauba Padavara Mela

Preparing Avatar Adi Da’s celebration meal The Fijian women prepare the many dishes that accompany the foods from the lovo fire

Naitauba Padavara Mela Lovo

lovo is a traditional Fijian feast, where native roots and vegetables are cooked in the

earth with heated rocks, giving the roots and vegetables a delicious smoky flavor. Lovos

are built for the most important occasions when devotees and Fijians celebrate together.

The men of Ciqomi are the firebuilders and cooks of the lovo 

Seruwaia UnaisiLuisa   Wati    LosaKalo
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Naitauba Padavara Mela

Newa, Vilisi, and Atelaite arrive in Qaravi for the lovo 

The children of Ciqomi enjoy the ice cream 

Alifereti Ledua (foreground) and his band sing beautiful harmonies into the night

Qaravi and Ciqomi village women and children share in the lovo feast 

Bright Shining Star of Naitauba 
(Kalokalo Serau i Naitauba)

This is the first year that we will celebrate Naitauba Padavara since the

ending of the year of mourning of the Passing of Turaga Dau Loloma.

Even though His Body has Passed, we feel His Blessing on Naitauba

and everywhere. Today it is twenty-seven years since Dau Loloma’s

First Footstep onto Naitauba. In this past year, as He has Instructed us,

we have all worked together to keep His Land strong through our

cooperation and work. His Blessing is felt in the land, in the sea, and in

the whole world, very strongly.  We thank You greatly, Turaga Dau

Loloma, Kalokalo Serau i Naitauba. Solo Finau’s sevusevu speech
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Naitauba Padavara Mela

he Fijian

meke is a

sacred dance that is

inspired by the felt

relationship with the

the “Vu”, or the spirits

of traditional Fijian

religion. The entire 

village of Ciqomi 

participates in the

singing and dancing

in praise of Beloved

Adi Da and His Great

Blessing Work at Adi

Da Samrajashram.

This year, four of the

male elders of

Ciqomi, three of

whom have been

here since the time of

Adi Da’s Arrival in

1983, danced in the

meke.

Naitauba Padavara Mela Meke
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Naitauba Padavara Mela 2008
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November 4, 2008

Adi Da Samraj, 1940

y Own State Is the Same now as It was

at the beginning—the “Bright” Infant.
Adi Da Samraj, The Aletheon

Celebrating the Divine Avataric Birth of Adi Da Samraj
November 4, 2010 (Fiji time)

evotees at Adidam Sanctuaries, Hermitages, and all around the world gather at the Sacred

Hour of Beloved Adi Da’s Birth, November 3, 1939, at 11:21 a.m. New York time, to honor

the Moment of the physical Appearance of His Divine Presence in this world. At Adi Da

Samrajashram, this Moment is marked by an early-morning fire puja at Sri Mahamantra Chakra at

the Matrix (Avatar Adi Da’s Sacred Residential Domain) followed by a full day of celebration.
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Puja on the Divine Body of Avatar Adi Da by the Ruchira Sannyasin Order,
November 4, 2008

n My Divine Avataric Birth (by

Transcendental Spiritual

Descent and Human

Incarnation) to here, I Came Down into

the “room” (of conditionally manifested

existence) through the “hole” in the “ceil-

ing”.

I did not walk in through the “front

door”.

And I (Always Already) Remain

(Eternally) Above.

My Divinely Avatarically-Born bod-

ily (human) Divine Form, by Means of

Which I Appear here in the “room”, Is

simply an Extension of What Came

Down (Transcendentally Spiritually,

and Divinely) through the “ceiling”.
Adi Da Samraj, The Aletheon
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The Ruchira Avatara Fire Puja at Sri Mahamantra Chakra
Celebrating the Moment of the Birth of Adi Da Samraj

Am the Divine Avataric and Culminating

Appearance on Earth, the Fulfillment and the

Completion of all traditions. This is True in

My Person, As I Am, in this Birth. I Am literally the

Reincarnation of all the principal (or “root”) individuals

of all the traditions of the first six stages of life. I am the

One expected in every tradition, not simply because of My

Nature in this Lifetime, but also because of those links in

the past—the fact that I did already previously Appear in

the form of all of those individuals. 

Every dimension of life is covered by My Own Past of

incarnations, and it is all Summarized in the Bodily

Event of My Divine Avataric Incarnation. All of that

past-incarnation has become Perfectly Coincident with

My Divine Avataric Incarnation in this time. This

Incarnation is both Divine and Avataric because of all of

those literal links to past incarnations. 

Adi Da Samraj, November 6, 2008
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ven in all these “eons of

shaking”, the Impulse of

the Divine Person to Incarnate

persisted, undaunted, and could

not be destroyed or ruined. 

Adi Da Samraj, September 9, 1987 Devotees offer their flower gifts at the fire puja.
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Autobiography of a happy man

my late slot of dimly lit night 

was circled by this priest 

in bare feet:

surrendered            to the Eternal Fire;

spoke out the Invocation of Light;

listened          to the Blessed Words that

form                 a sphere of unknowing:

suddenly, the Sacred Space is Full! 

Your Perfect Presence Sublimes,

Outshines, me, a misting rain, 

the mosquitoes, midnight.

Plus One

fragile as infinity

plus one,

i stand as a man in love 

with One Not-Other—

a Divine Mystery 

appearing as if 

humanly so.

Six Songs for Beloved Adi Da 
by James Newcome

Hymn of the Ruined Vowel
My dog is gazing at the Bird of Beauty 

in the unknown tree. The Divine Bird

sings this Enlightened refrain: 

“What arises is a shadow of the absent.

What arises is a shadow of the absent.   

What arises is a shadow of the absent.”

And just like that I am falling again,

swooning in the consonance, a rune

in the timeless Presence of Love-Bliss.

Soon the longing for that to Happen 

again. And still His Singing, Silent

above your bright new feathered hat.
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the Last Time
(started November 27, 2008, around noon)

Maybe this is the last time,

but I’m longing for You again.

I’m a heated shape chained 

under the sea. I’d sing

up to break

the undulant surface above—

a radiant desire to breathe 

in Your free air.

But this must be a dream—

how I seem here,

and You There.

Wild Country

Bliss is the color of Conscious Light—

you can taste It any nascent moment.

Kneel into the whelming flood, offer,

at His Sacred Feet, in gratitude, your self, 

in an orange bud picked at dawn. 

Then, sit.

(Now, my sweet, without effort, saturate in 

His Divine Presence. Let your elemental

fate lose shape, revealing our 

mindless essence.)

Our ancient private subject dissolves in His 

Eternal Blessing Water, exuding this wild, 

nutty flavor—attention’s ghost roasted 

in What Is Prior.

Yes. Bliss is the color of Conscious Light—

feel It this dying moment.

A prayer for servants & lovers
If you’re looking over your shoulder 

for the One whispered in your ear,

instead of simply Listening,

stop and Hear.

The high ringing running around this

sacred hill is the bell tolling dusk,

as the Divine Guru Gathers 

our will.

He thus Purifies our transition from shadows 

darkening day to sun's radiant night,

turning His servants and lovers 

to the “Bright”.

Let a conch call out like His Thunder—Da!

Burning myrrh waves in the lights—Da! 

Voices sing His Glorious Names—Da!

May everyone gift Him,

on Sight.
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primary dimension of participating in

the global celebration of “Light-in-

Everybody” would be to develop all kinds

of means to bring celebratory decorativeness to the daily

life of cities and villages—and this could be a means of

enlivening the arts everywhere throughout the world.

The celebration would be named appropriately in all

the different languages of humankind—in each case,

with the universal meaning “Light-in-Everybody”.

In every sense, the celebration of “Light-in-Everybody”

would be a fundamental public and globally socially 

positive (and universally socially bonding) expression of

the prior unity of all of humankind—and of the 

intrinsic “singleness” of Everybody-All-At-Once.

Adi Da Samraj, Not-Two Is Peace

The Global Celebration of “Light-in-Everybody”
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Adi Da Samraj decorating the Is-Da-Happen tree, 
November 18, 2007

Danavira Mela (The Celebration of the Hero of Giving)
Begins with the Installation of the Divine Spirit-Tree of Light

he celebration of “Light-in-Everybody” and the Adidam Celebration of Danavira Mela are

initiated on the Saturday after the celebration of Beloved Adi Da’s Divine Birth. The Spirit-

Tree of Light is decorated in celebration of Avatar Adi Da’s Revelation-Play, or Leela, with

ornaments celebrating His Life, His Source-Texts, and His Hermitages and Sanctuaries.

ight means something holy, something

Divine. The notion and the sense of

the holiness, (or, at any rate, of the profundi-

ty) of light—and especially the Divine

characteristic of Light, the ultimacy of

Light—is a universal feeling-idea. It is part of

all “religions”, and it is part of all secular life,

too. Light is fundamental in human experi-

ence and aspiration and meaning. Because of

this, it is suitable to be associated with a uni-

versal celebration every year.

Adi Da Samraj, June 29, 2008
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he Danavira Mela tree and the 

Giving Coat are representations of

a Transcendental Spiritual process. The

celebration of Danavira Mela is all about

the “Giving Coat” process of right 

devotional relationship to Me.  
Adi Da Samraj, June 29, 2008

Devotees adorn the Spirit-Tree of Light in Is-Da-Happen

The Giving Coat Process
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t is very much a traditional

European and American kind of tra-

ditional idea to associate this celebratory

time of year with winter and the seasonal

“darkest time of year”. Dark and light con-

trasted has a kind of fundamental meaning

for all people, universally. Dark versus

light, light versus dark—the idea of cele-

brating light rather than darkness is a way

of universalizing a celebration at this time

of year, when many traditions have a prin-

cipal celebration otherwise.

Adi Da Samraj, June 29, 2008

he Danavira Mela

tree represents the

human psycho-physical 

structures that have been

associated with the Spiritual

process in all traditions,

including the Light that

shines from Above.

Adi Da Samraj, June 29, 2008
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The Second Anniversary of the Divine Mahasamadhi 
The Fire Puja at Sri Mahamantra Chakra, November 27, 2010 

Amar Nath bows in gratitude while receiving PrasadDevotees offer gifts of flowers into the fire

Ruchiradama Nadikanta does the Paduka Puja on the sacred sandals of Avatar Adi Da

his Holy Celebration begins with a puja at the fire site served by the Ruchira Sannyasin

Order at the Matrix. Then devotees perform a re-enactment of the events connected

with Beloved Adi Da’s Divine Mahasamadhi, beginning with a puja outside Avatar Adi Da’s Art

Studio, Picture Perfect, where He Took His Divine Mahasamadhi.



enerations from now, there will be other devotees

Called to do this ego-transcending practice seriously,

but I will not be physically embodied at the time.

Their purpose will be the same as yours, which is that of

Realizing Me, and not taking This Event for granted.

Adi Da Samraj, “The Law That Grants Heart-Strength”, 1996

November 3, 2008
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Picture Perfect, 5:05 p.m.
The Commemoration of the Moment of the Divine Mahasamadhi of Avatar Adi Da

Beloved Adi Da’s Darshan bench outside Picture Perfect, flanked by Divine 
Image-Art banners and with the Samraj Mahal tower in the background

his Body will die at some

point, but devotional

Communion will not come to an end.

All of the tangible aspects of this

Communion, all of the Agency Made

Present by My Lifetime, will be con-

tinued through various Forms. In that

circumstance, all My devotees will live

in devotional Communion with Me.

I will Be Present only in the Ultimate

Sense, but Really So.    

Adi Da Samraj, January 19, 1988

evotees honor the Great Moment of the Divine Mahasamadhi of Avatar Adi Da Samraj

with conches, bells, and the wooden lali drum. Then there is a sacred Vigil, as there was on

this day in 2008, until the moment of the procession from Picture Perfect to Avatar Adi Da’s

Bedroom at Aham Da Asmi Sthan.
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he “Play” with Me will

continue in the form of the

ego-transcending practice that all

devotees do in this cooperative 

culture. The cooperative culture is

My Pattern Emerging—a Pattern

that is conformed to Me through

surrender to Me. 

Adi Da Samraj, November 10, 1996

At 5:05 p.m. the conches are blown, the lali drum sounds, and devotees ring bells all around the

Most Sacred Site of the Divine Mahasamadhi, Picture Perfect

Jonathan Condit performs the Ruchira Avatara Murti Puja 
on the Picture Perfect Murti
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Lightning over the Matrix, December 2010

This Beautiful Catastrophe

I was a fool in my room with eyes closed,

watching the rabbit in the moon rise. 

When the Sun suddenly fell, everyone… we were…

heartbroken, destroyed, by the Beautiful Catastrophe.

With great weeping, love, and ecstasy, the foretold burial, 

on the sacred hill, at the end of time. 

This wound will never heal.

Thus, the Supreme Gift 

is already Fully Given.

It is just as You Said, Beloved: 

the Blossom of Your “Brightness”

is Cracking the earth above our heads.

James Newcome
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The Tribute to Adi Da Samraj
November 28 and 29, 2010

uring the last two nights of the Divine Mahasamadhi Vigil, devotees proclaimed the

Glory of the Divine Heart-Master through their stories of Beloved Adi Da’s Blessing-

Intervention in their lives.

ay all behold the Miraculous Glory of Your

Ashvamedha-Sacrifice, from the beginning of

time to here.  Lord of my deepest heart-call, fill with Your

breath this chest, run Your blood through these veins, vision

these eyes with Your sight, bend this one to your constant

act of Love that is Your Divine Form. Speak Your Truth to

these lips. Reach to all with these hands, Your touch.  Walk

with these legs and feet, to carry only You, Divine Lord, into

time and space of Your ancient Walk-About Way of the

Heart, that all may know Your Divine Form. 

Ruchiradama Nadikanta

can tell by looking into her eyes

that she is dancing on My Heart.  

Avatar Adi Da speaking of
Krysia Banachowski, 1975

Ruchiradama Nadikanta

e was not walking—He floated over

the threshold. He moved with such

Grace, such stillness. He was beautiful, 

beyond the attractiveness of any ordinary

person. He was beyond anything and every-

thing. He was the Embodiment of Love.            

Krysia Banachowski

y Beloved Adi Da, deeply I

feel and hear Your Call, to

proclaim this Miracle that You Are, and

sound Your Name and Word to all.

Ruchiradama Nadikanta
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ivine Madness is a Glory, and it must be perceived.

The Unique Nature of My Manifestation must be

allowed and observed, celebrated, and always in present time.
Adi Da Samraj, March 20, 2000

became sensitive to the fact

that I was the one that

placed expectations on Beloved

Adi Da, and that I was the one that

was holding off whatever process

could take place, and in that very

moment that I became sensitive to

that and I dropped my prejudice, He

Glanced at me and penetrated my being to the core. He

Gave me the Vision of Who He Is and transfixed me to the

ground, completely overwhelming me with His Presence

and His State in the midst of this apparently casual scene.

There was no social interchange, no seeming intention on

His part. He was Communicating the State that He Is in

every single moment. That one moment changed my life

and I became His devotee.              

Frans van den Bossche

is Divine Presence Gave me the Gift of devotion-

al recognition via a used copy of The

Enlightenment of the Whole Body that I miraculously found in

a bookstore in Kathmandu. Some weeks later, at a retreat in

a monastery, I was holding the book open in my hands and

I suddenly realized He was speaking in the first person, in

the Divine First Person, and suddenly my heart exclaimed

"He is God!" When the room reconstituted, I realized that He

was the one who was appearing in all of

the  Tibetan scroll paintings, in the

thangkas in all of the monasteries I vis-

ited. It was the force of that

recognition by which Bhagavan drew

me down from the Himalayas to

come find Him and take refuge at His

Feet.  James Alwood



fter sitting in the Silver Hall for four years with

Beloved Adi Da and serving the participation of

devotees here and retreatants from all over the world, I

have to say that the Silver Hall process is now more mys-

terious to me than ever before. In Beholding Bhagavan's

Revelation of Himself in the Silver Hall it is completely

beyond any words or thoughts,

completely beyond even the

sense of having an experience

about Him. He just simply Is What

Is and that is only known now

and now.                             

Bill Somers

fter my first internet

Darshan of Avatar Adi Da, I

could not explain what was hap-

pening, but I was completely

ecstatic. I had never felt such a joy

in my life. I felt that I had just seen

God, and that was something I could

not comprehend. The emotional impact

of it was not something that was even possible to express.

There were many more occasions like that during my

retreat and they were all very powerful in connecting with

Beloved Adi Da. I had seen that Adi Da was the Divine in

human Form, a completely unbelievable reality. I thought,

"This is the most important thing in life, there is no way

around this. You have to devote yourself to being a devo-

tee and this Way of life He is Offering.” 

Neeshee Pandit

evotees are obliged to tell this
Extraordinary Story that is 

ordinarily unacceptable to Western 
consciousness. You are more than
Westerners, because you have a Great
“Experience”, a Great “Consideration”
to present. It is a Timeless Sublimity,
with a Great Purpose Making its
Moment.                     Adi Da Samraj, 1988
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I felt that I had just seen God, and that was

something I could not comprehend. 

Neeshee Pandit
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Avatar Adi Da in Is-Da-Happen, November 2, 2008
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ll devotees must come here to receive My Gifts. I receive them and their gifts, and

allow them to enter into devotional Communion with Me and (in due course) to

“Know” Me Transcendentally Spiritually. The entire “world” should come to Me through gifts.

Adi Da Samrajashram is a place where people come to Me, but always only rightly, not to

bring the “world” in with them. That is why they must come with gifts, because gifts are the

transformation of characteristics that are otherwise in the “world”. 

Coming here should be like going to Mt. Athos, which is also in the middle of waters, and

remote. Coming to this Island should be like going to another planet. It should be another

“world”, outside the “world”. It should be like going to the “other side”. You have to die to go

to the “other side”, and you have to go through something like ego-death to get here.
Adi Da Samraj, September 8, 2006

Da Love-Ananda Leela
The Remembrance of the Divine Revelatory Self-Manifestation
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The following testimonials are drawn from letters of response

from retreatants at Adi Da Samrajashram. All responses are

read to His Divine Presence at the Atma Nadi Shakti Loka

Temple.

Deepest Equanimity

Brian O'Mahony lives in California and Fiji.

he “Brightness” Temple is so deeply intimate and per-

sonal. I felt all Beloved Adi Da’s most wonderful Divine

Qualities and Personality, just as when He was physically

alive. The Temple is Avatar Adi Da in Person. It is Miraculous

that everything He Said before He passed from the physical

Body is True. He remains Alive, just as He always Said He

would. This is made most Obvious with Overwhelming

Power. He is untouched and undisturbed there, so that His

Divine Transmission is freely Radiated with Profoundest

Power, without obstruction or interference of any kind. 

I sat in deepest equanimity, nothing moving, simply

Beholding Bhagavan. I felt His Gift of searchless Beholding of

Him, in which His Divine Transmission Works with Great

Force to first purify and release obstructions, and then man-

ifest a profound equanimity of the body and the mind,

allowing a deepest resting, without the slightest distraction

or movement. His Condition is Great Peace. I had noticed

The Leela of Pilgrimage Retreatants

Devotees Beholding Beloved Adi Da outside Picture Perfect, 2008

ince the most ancient times, devotees have journeyed to the Blessing-Seat of their

Spiritual Master. Just so, devotees of Avatar Adi Da Samraj come from all around the

world to His Island-Hermitage. There is a perpetual process of meditation and service retreats

occurring at Adi Da Samrajashram, through which devotees enter into a profound process of

immersion in the Transcendental Spiritual Presence of Beloved Adi Da that is everywhere alive. 
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this profundity when I served the

Sacred Fire at Sri Mahamantra Chakra

two days previously, when I also sat in

deep Communion with Him, after His

Fire-Murti had established His Divine

Presence all over my body and mind.

This happened at The “Brightness” also,

and I felt released of suffering and

seeking, full of joy in Communion with

Beloved Adi Da.

How remarkable that we poor ordi-

nary people could bear witness to such

Greatness and be so privileged as to

come to Him in His Holiest of Holy

Places. It cannot be believed. How

Great is His Victory! How Magnificent

and Miraculous is His Work!

He Claimed Me

Wendy Weiss lives in Lake County

California.

t the “Brightness” Temple I sat

down and felt Avatar Adi Da’s

Love absorb me. I was moved to feel

and express to Him my love, my sor-

row, my gratitude. In my heart I located

His Body deep below the Temple, and

felt His Embrace, and the communica-

tion that He is and will always be the

Refuge of His every devotee. In my

heart I confessed to Him my failures

and lapses and complete dependency

upon Him. I thanked Him for finding

me and responding to my deepest

heart-need to be with Him, the Divine

Person. Tears of heart-joy flowed. It was

like the first time I saw Beloved Adi Da,

and He Claimed me. It was a Gift of His

re-Claiming me, for all time, down to

my depths. There was the human con-

nection with His Eternal Holy Site that

needed to occur, and simultaneously

there was His continuous and ever-

growing and deepening peace and

stillness. What a miracle that He

Appeared here for us. What a marvel

that we are Blessed to know God.

Beloved Adi Da is and will always be

my greatest heart-joy and the Source

of all heart-Liberation. What a Grace

that we have been Given a life of

Spiritual practice in direct relationship

to Avatar Adi Da, Who Is the Heart Itself.

Whatever You Grace 
Me to Feel

Nigel Webster is a devotee from 

New Zealand.

s we waited at the Gates to

The “Brightness”, I sat down

to Commune with You.  I simply sat

without trying to figure out what to

do, but just to feel whatever You

Graced me to feel. Very soon I noticed

that I was receiving Your Blessing, but

there was no movement in me. My

mind made a sentence about the

Transmission that I was feeling that

was something like "The stream has

no color and no taste, but is refresh-

ing like the coolest mountain water." I

realize now that this was because

Your Divine Presence has nothing to

do with my body. The body is noticed

in some ways, but Your Transmission

is Prior to the body. I am so grateful for

this, as it Proved to my heart not only

that You Truly Are Prior to the body,

but also that I can actually receive

Your Divine Presence by Your Grace. It

is a deepening of my recognition of

You. 

Your Name Breathing 
in My Heart

Elizabeth Ragland lives in 

North Carolina.

walk away back into the cir-

cumstances of my life with

Your Name breathing in my heart.

This was one of the unexpected Gifts

of our time at the “Brightness” Temple.

As I sat in the Profound Stillness of

Your Radiance there, my body

responded and Your Name “Da” began

to breathe in my heart, and it contin-

ues to do so.  

So much has occurred by Your

Grace, in Your Response to an unartic-

ulated need in my being. As I arrived

here, I knew I needed Your Help, and

You have Graciously, Thoroughly

Pilgrimage retreatants arriving at 
Homecoming Wharf, 2010
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Given it. The psycho-physics of Your Grace have been

continuous in small moments and in remarkable

times at the Vigil on the Veranda and at the

“Brightness” Temple. Your Blessing, Healing, and

Liberating Grace flowed so amazingly into the realm

of losses and deaths, past and impending, in my love

relations. I am left Freed by Your Grace to sit in

Communion in Your “Brightness”, rather than occupy-

ing myself with struggle and effort in relation to all of

this. You have Communicated so strongly that living

the life of practice, of turning to You, in all moments of

life and abiding in Communion with You, and turning

attention and service to You, and in You being the

context of my living, will allow Your Blessing Grace to

flow to my relations.

Devotees chant to Beloved Adi Da in Darshan, September 2008

The worlds are an exclamation of my names. 

The sectors of the sphere are the parts 

of my conscious form. 

The Earth is the place of my appearance 

as a whole. 

I am the possibility of Man, 

the Heart, the source of forms. 

I am the force of love.

Adi Da Samraj, Crazy Da Must Sing



Only With Your Blessings
Amar Nath is a devotee from Delhi who serves Avatar Adi

Da Samraj in India. He was on retreat at Adi Da

Samrajashram for the first time for two weeks in November.

Da, Jai Adi Da, Jai Adi Da Samraj, 

my Spiritual Heart-Master

have been trying for the last two years to come

here to seek Your Blessings, but it could have been

possible this year only with Your Blessings. Thank You.

During this short period of two weeks, I have been

able to meditate well which I could not do while in Delhi.

Communion with You in the temple or any other place

here gives me a special Spiritual feeling, inner peace and

pleasure that I am unable to explain. It is in my heart that

You and only You know well.

The whole Island of Naitauba is full of a different kind

of energy flowing from every side, entirely different from

what I had experienced at other Sacred Places. Every inch

of this most Sacred Place is full of peace and some hidden

Spiritual Power which I have been feeling every moment

of my stay here. I have learned many new Teachings and -

Philosophy Revealed by You and will do my level best to

apply the same in day to day life to enable to become

Your true devotee.

On 30 November at The “Brightness” at about 6:00 p.m.

all of a sudden I received a high flow of Spiritual Energy

from You like a volcano and tons of happiness more than

what I have felt altogether in my entire life of sixty years. It

happened when the most respected Ruchiradama

Quandra Sukhapur gave me a surprise Gift of Blessings

(rudraksha) from Your “Brightness” Temple, and the

moment I touched it everything started changing. It is real-

ly most wonderful experience and this feeling will remain

forever.

The most beautiful Sacred Temple and the Matrix are

much better places than those which have been termed by

historians as wonders of the world. The maintenance of dis-

cipline on this Ashram is one of the best I have come across

during my life time. The devotee workers are really devoted

towards the fulfillment of their duties which is really unpar-

alleled. The food is highly nutritious. Everything is very neat

and clean. All devotees are very helpful. My stay has been

very fruitful and I have attained peace and Spirituality and

am also taking away many memories with me which I will

tell my fellow Indians.

At the end I am grateful to BHAGAVAN ADI DA 

SAMRAJ, all Ashram devotees, and the devotees who have

come on retreat for making my visit so fruitful, meaning-

ful, and memorable.         

JAI ADI DA! I remain Your devotee for ever. 

Amar Nath  

Amar Nath arrives at Adi Da Samrajashram

Amar Nath at a school for girls where the students sing
chants in praise and worship of Adi Da Samraj.
Devotees in India volunteer their time and 
financially support the school as a form of extending
the Blessings of Avatar Adi Da to these students. 69



Dennis Duff lives in Lake County,

California.

he most significant moment of

my entire life was my first meet-

ing with my Beloved Guru on March 13,

1973. On that auspicious day, His Divine

Presence Revealed His Ultimate Divine

Nature to me in an extraordinary

moment of embrace that dissolved all

sense of me as a separate conscious-

ness. It was this incident that cemented

my relationship to Him as my Divine

Heart-Master.  

The second most important

moment of my life was my most recent

retreat at Adi Da Samrajashram. No

sooner had I arrived on Naitauba Island,

very happy that I was once again set-

ting foot on these Sacred Grounds,

than we, the newly-arrived retreatants,

along with the residents, were invited

to a Sacred Occasion at the “Brightness”

Gates. I was happy to be given this

opportunity, but I must also confess

that I had some reservations. Since I

had spent many hours at the

“Brightness” Temple during the last

two Divine Mahasamadhi celebrations

and had received Beloved Adi Da’s

Blessings so strongly there, I was con-

cerned when I first heard that access

to the Atma Nadi Shakti Loka temple

after this celebration was to be limited.

I understood that this was Beloved Adi

Da’s Instruction and why it was appro-

priate, but I feared a temple at the

“Brightness” Gates would diminish the

profundity of Avatar Adi Da’s

Transmission. I had served at the

Sacred Fire Site at the “Brightness”

Gates last year, so I was familiar with

His Divine Presence manifesting there

at that time, and it did not seem to me

to be comparable to the “Brightness”

Temple site. As a matter of fact, one of

the motivating factors for me coming

on retreat again at this particular time

was the strong probability of access to

the “Brightness” Temple itself.

So with these feelings still buried in

my psyche I began walking to the

“Brightness” Gates. Buses of devotees

passed me by as I walked up the hill.

Upon arrival, I offered my gift and took

my seat in the back. As I looked up at

the Murti it became instantly and

He Is Eternally Present!

Avatar Adi Da, 1973
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potently alive with Avatar Adi Da’s Transmission and I

became riveted on the Murti as Beloved Adi Da started

Drawing me to His State.  Suddenly, I lost awareness of the

Murti, my surroundings, my body, and my sense of self,

and I was instantly transported to the “Brightness” Temple

at the top of the hill. I became enveloped in Avatar Adi Da’s

Sphere of Radiant “Brightness”, and I saw the “Brightness”

Temple, the meadow, Padavara Loka, and the ocean

beyond. I was absorbed into Beloved Adi Da’s Divine

Avataric Presence. There was no time, no space, no limit,

just His Radiant “Brightness”. After a while—I had no sense

of time—I returned to bodily awareness at the “Brightness”

Gates and found I was still completely transfixed on

Beloved Adi Da’s Murti, but the puja was over. I had missed

the entire sacred occasion! 

t was now tangibly obvious to me that there was

no difference between the “Brightness” Gates and

the “Brightness” Temple. The Transmission and potency of

Divine Revelation and Presence was not limited in any

way here at the “Brightness” Gates. This was a tremendous

Gift. Everyone in the future who comes to Adi Da

Samrajashram can come to the “Brightness” Gates and

receive Beloved Adi Da’s most Potent and Direct

Transcendental Spiritual Transmission. The next day we

Dennis Duff (seated, right) beholding Adi Da Samraj, 1991
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were shown the plans for the full

development of the “Brightness” Gates

Temple and I felt how Avatar Adi Da’s

Presence here will be undeniable and

available to all. 

As I slowly walked alone down the

hill after everyone had left the

“Brightness” Gates, I was in awe. So

much had been Freely Given within

the first hour of arriving on Naitauba.

At the time, I did not realize that this

was just the beginning of a most com-

prehensive  Revelation of Beloved Adi

Da’s “Radical” Reality-Way of the Heart.

It was His Process I was being initiated

into, and it was only by His Divine

Grace. I had no capability to generate

any of this myself, I was only able to

receive His Gifts through my recogni-

tion and response to Him as the

Eternally-Present Divine Master. 

rior to this retreat, I had basi-

cally despaired of ever

Realizing anything profound in this

lifetime. I felt ill-equipped, and my

efforts and Spiritual impulse seemed

to have seriously diminished. I really

love my Heart-Master and wanted to

again celebrate His Divine

Mahasamadhi, but it seemed there

was not much hope for me becoming

the kind of practitioner I had original-

ly envisioned myself to be. I felt my

capability for Realization was lacking.

My mediocrity seemed complete. 

However, after this incident at the

“Brightness” Gates, I had renewed

energy and capacity for a more pro-

found level of meditation, I became

riveted on every word in the morning

pujas, I listened to and recited and

chanted at a depth I had never felt.

The vow of moment to moment prac-

tice at the end of the puja had

become a genuine heart-prayer. It

was no longer a recitation of words

that I felt I could not fulfill. I became

consumed in Avatar Adi Da’s Divine

Revelation and the abundance of

even His most simple Gifts. I became

inspired by almost everything and

everyone around me. 

I began to contemplate the Gifts I

had received throughout all my years

with Beloved Adi Da. I asked myself,

had He not Given me enough? Had He

ever held back from Giving every

ounce of His Being in service to me—

or anyone else, for that matter? Was I

deprived of anything by Him, ever? The

conclusion was, of course, that He had

Given everything and more to me and

to everyone. There was no reservation

in Him whatsoever. He had completely

sacrificed Himself for me continuously.

I was the one who had held back, pre-

occupied with myself and my egoic

pattern of justified refusal. 

This became more and more

apparent as the days went on. But I did

not have a reaction of any kind to this

sobering revelation. It was humbling

to see it, but to come to that summary

conclusion was liberating. I saw that I

had never allowed myself to see the

completeness of this refusal over

against the Fullness of His Offerings. I

had actually been hiding from Beloved

Adi Da, holding back, protecting

Dennis (second on Avatar Adi Da’s right), 1979
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myself. I told my friends that I was the one Avatar Adi Da

was describing when He said in relation to His Outpouring

of Grace to devotees: “If you hold up a thimble, even if the

ocean fell on your head, you would only receive that much.”

But now I was awash in Beloved’s Words of Truth and His

Grace, and my past reluctance and justifications seemed

superficial. They had no gravity or force in the face of His

Sublime Divine Revelation. 

The days following this understanding were a joyous

dance of recognition of my Beloved Master. I felt happy

and free. There was no problem, no dilemma, no seeking;

just a continuous sense of Fullness and Communion with

my Heart-Master.

ne day during the Divine Mahasamadhi Vigil, I felt I

had to be alone with Beloved Adi Da. I wanted to

walk across the Sacred Land that potently Transmits His

Blessings. I needed to get away from everyone. That day

there was a break from the constant downpour of rain, and

I decided to walk from the village to the Matrix. When I real-

ized I would be going by the “Brightness” Gates, I got excited

as I recalled the previous Revelatory Gift Beloved had Given

there. As I approached the Gates, Avatar Adi Da’s Words

came to me: “I am closer to you than your heart”.  Then I felt

Him Say, “I Am your heart”, as my reception of Him was

intensifying. 

There was no one else at the “Brightness” Gates. No

cars or buses were on the road, no noise—just the still-

ness of His Presence. I was again alone with Beloved Adi

Da. I knelt down and wondered what Gift I would be

Given today. My instant answer was “nothing”! I had

already been Given the Gift of Divine Revelation. I was

completely happy. I was not seeking for anything. “Only

the Guru is completely satisfactory” were my thoughts. I

bowed down in gratitude, feeling that I had come to an

all-encompassing moment of surrender to Him. I felt that

I was now giving Him my life and that all my withholding

was ended—this lifetime was finally His. 

I began to weep as the burden of withholding was

released from my heart. My broken heart was speaking to

my Graceful Divine Master. As I stood up to leave, there

was a gust of wind that felt as if it could knock me down.

It quickly receded and was followed by a short period of

Grace rain. Broken-hearted and vulnerable, I walked down

the road a way. Then Avatar Adi Da’s Words came to me: “I

Am you”. I wept as He broke my heart more deeply.

Another period of Grace rain fell for a minute or so. I felt

Beloved’s ocean of Blessing pouring down on my head.

he next day was the final day of the Celebration of

Avatar Adi Da’s Divine Mahasamadhi, the day of

the procession and the special occasion at the

“Brightness” Temple. I had already received so many

Blessings from Avatar Adi Da, I had no more expectations.

I was happy to go there and express my gratitude for this

extraordinary retreat. 

At the “Brightness” Temple devotional recognition-

response to Beloved Adi Da intensified. Avatar Adi Da’s

Descending Transmission pervaded my body. My body

shook as He filled me in a swoon. After a while, I could feel

Beloved Adi Da say to me: “The only reason you have been

born is to serve Me and Realize Me.” Then I felt His

Communication: “You must tell everyone I am Here!” I felt

Adi Da as my heart, and He was Revealing Himself to me

once again. I heard Him Say, “Did you think I would not be

here with you during the unfolding of this entire Process?”

My head fell forward to the mat as I wept in realization of

Avatar Adi Da’s Perfect Coincidence and intimacy with me.

I felt Him as the All-Pervading Divine Reality, the Eternal

Avataric Master who will always be with me, Guiding,

If you hold up a thimble, even if the

ocean fell on your head, you would

only receive that much.
Adi Da Samraj



Instructing, and Blessing me. 

The occasion was now over and I slowly left The

“Brightness” completely enveloped in His Divine Embrace,

knowing without a doubt that He is the Eternal Divine

Master and Liberator of all. I could feel that my thirty-seven

years as His devotee had finally culminated in this moment

of Divine Revelation and clarification. 

cannot fully describe the depth of my gratitude to

Avatar Adi Da. I know that Liberation is His Gift, that

all seeking is completely futile, and that He is the only

Satisfaction. And that He has and will continue to Reveal

everything necessary for all devotees to Realize His Divine

Condition. It seems it is only now becoming dramatically

apparent, after His Divine Mahasamadhi, with the intensi-

fication of His Eternal Divine Presence, that His Ultimate

Truth and Revelation will incarnate in the hearts and lives

of His devotees. 

What a Miracle! that such a glorious, limitless Divine

Revelation has been given for the sake of all who will find

and come to Him not only now, but throughout all future

time.      

The avenue of royal palms leading to Atma Nadi Shakti Loka Temple from the Gates of the Outshining “Brightness”
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di Da Samrajashram was Established

by Avatar Adi Da to do His Eternal

Work, and as the Eternal Resting Place

for His Divine Body. Beloved Adi Da Established this

Island as a place of perpetual retreat for the Naitauba

Ruchira Sannyasin Order, to be the seat of the office of

the Ruchira Sannyasin Order Authority, and for the

heads of the Lay Renunciate Order of Adidam

Ruchiradam.

The devotees who live at Adi Da Samrajashram are

members of the First Congregation of Adidam

Ruchiradam,  purposed to become members of one

of the formal renunciate orders of Adidam. Beloved

Adi Da requires the residents of His Hermitage

Ashram to live some of the conditions of formal

renunciation in order to conform to the pattern of the

Sannyasin Hermitage. Thus, a vow of celibacy is

required for Hermitage residents.

Through the Hermitage Vow, devotee residents at

Adi Da Samrajashram are pledged to a life founded in

the impulse to Realization, and to caring for and pro-

tecting the Sacred Island in all of its aspects as well as

the Ruchira Sannyasin Order, which has the senior

governing responsibility in Adidam. 

The Call to Renunciation
The Leela of Residents of Adi Da Samrajashram

Beloved Adi Da Granting His Divine Darshan in the village of Qaravi, 2008
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Ripples in the Deep of Feeling
Bill Somers has been a resident of Adi Da Samrajashram 

for several years.

ooking back at the events of my life that

stand out as being important, I see that they

were really about being turned away from

myself and toward what is greater. They seemed like

something that happened to me, but really, they all were

about receiving the message that life is not about me, it is

about opening my eyes to what is beyond me. 

One important event of this kind was my mother’s

death in 1982. Her passing awakened me to a reality

which, up until that moment, had been almost complete-

ly unknown. I had read sacred texts like The Tibetan Book

of the Dead, but this mysterious reality was now on my

doorstep, and it was beyond mind, even beyond the

emotion of my mother’s passing. I was opened up to a

depth of feeling so unknowably infinite, that, at any

moment, in any circumstance, with no seeming cause, I

would become completely disarmed. Rather than sup-

press this feeling of vulnerability or try to work it out, I felt

that I had to find out what is happening here, what this

place is all about. I began to seek for the answers. 

In 1986, I was playing in a symphony orchestra, which

was my lifelong ambition. I had recently started reading

Beloved Adi Da’s books. While I was reading a book by

Avatar Adi Da in a park one day, I began experiencing a

tremendous force crashing down into the body from

somewhere above the head. I noticed that this force was

not just coming into me, but that it was drawing every-

thing to itself. I lost the sense of there being any

boundaries between myself and everything else. I ran

wildly through the trees, ecstatic in feeling the unity of

everything. The Divine Oneness was obvious to me for

the first time in my life. I became overwhelmed with feel-

ings of love and happiness that Avatar Adi Da had been

describing in His book I had just been reading. The body

felt turned inside out, up became down. 

When I played my clarinet in a concert that evening,

suddenly I was no longer performing. I was playing to

magnify to everyone the overwhelming joy that was

pouring through me. It felt like I was playing for God, no

longer for myself. As life continued on after these revela-

tions, the Force of Avatar Adi Da’s Attractiveness became

undeniable. I knew that it was time to enter into relation-

ship with Him and be His formal devotee. 

hen I went on retreat at Adi Da Samrajashram

in 1993 and I was able to see Avatar Adi Da for

the first time, I realized that my ordinary life was over. Here

He was—the Revelation of Truth, Reality, Love, and utter

Freedom Given directly to the heart. It was clear there was

no other purpose for being born other than to fully par-

ticipate in this relationship with Him. I had the deep

intuition, at least in moments, that Avatar Adi Da’s

Absolute Love, the limitless Realm of Oneness He was

Revealing, is already Prior to the sense of me. 

However, I noticed that instead of continuing to play

for God, I was insisting that practice was about receiving

something from Beloved Adi Da. I saw that I was seeking

for Him to Give me bliss, and that if I received enough of

it, one day I was going to be Enlightened. I wanted to take

His Joy away with me and run with it, to make It my own.

I wanted to keep presuming that separateness is all there

is, that this place is just billions of separate ones struggling

to survive in the face of inevitable death, and the sorrow

of constant endings. I saw that, by tendency, I was using

Avatar Adi Da’s Revelation to enhance my self-image of a

person doing Spiritual practice who was seemingly get-

ting somewhere, rather than releasing seeking and simply

turning to the Guru.

I needed to more deeply embrace Beloved Adi Da and

I ran wildly through the trees, ecstatic

in feeling the unity of everything.
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Bill Somers during a sacred offering on the Darshan Veranda, April 2011

the Help He was offering to accept the inherent suffering

of this realm of birth and death, and also to fully feel and

understand the unity of life. One of the practices that

helped to break through this wandering in self was partic-

ipation in ecstatic occasions like the Ruchira Avatara Arati

Puja, the bodily worship of the Guru that I participated in

every day. As I  chanted to the Guru, loudly praised Him,

and mindlessly expressed devotion, surrender to the Guru

was felt in the body. I was overwhelmed with joy to give

myself over to Him. In this wound of love with Beloved

Adi Da that was deepening, the painful nature of this

place was Revealed once again, as it had been in the con-

frontation with my mother’s death. Beloved Adi Da’s

Revelation that there is something far beyond the inces-

sant focus on myself, beyond the suffering that is based in

the illusion of loss and separation, broke through. 

saw that Beloved Adi Da is always Attracting and

Giving opportunities for His devotees to turn to

Him. Over the years, I was invited to play the clarinet for

Him hundreds of times. From the first occasion, He word-

lessly Instructed me in how to play music as a service to

Him rather than as a performance. I was invited to play in

occasions of Darshan to enhance the feeling-dimension in

devotees, to serve their openness to His Blessing. I had to

give up the self-orientation and become a servant with

the music. This took time, as I had to learn to submit to

Avatar Adi Da’s Divine Presence Transmitted in these occa-

sions, and allow my conventional orientation to

I had to allow my conventional orientation
to music-making to be burned up.
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music-making to be burned up. Because of the sheer joy it

has always been to play for Beloved Adi Da, this purifica-

tion happened simply and pleasurably. This was just one

part of the whole life of practice in relationship to Avatar

Adi Da where, through His Attractiveness, I felt Him begin

to undo my seeking and make me a devotee.

In 2001, Beloved Adi Da was in Residence at the Mountain

Of Attention. There were sittings in the Manner of Flowers

that were the beginnings of what He came to Call “search-

less Beholding” Spiritual Transmission occasions. In these

Sittings, the Force of Beloved Adi Da’s Presence Magnified.

It felt that His Blissful Love was pouring down into the body

from some un-locatable place infinitely Above the head. At

the same time, He was Instructing us over and over to con-

stantly turn to Him rather than become fascinated with the

sensations in the body. I wondered if devotion to the Guru

meant me turning to Him, and then He does something to

me? What if His Spiritual Transmission is not something to

transform me? 

n 2006, I came on retreat at Adi Da Samrajashram,

which was the time that Beloved Adi Da was first

Granting the Preliminary Listening-Practice of “Perfect

Knowledge”. Through the Gift of this practice, I felt the

miracle of how Beloved Adi Da uses the English language

to Reveal the Divine Paradox of merely Being, to simply

exist in the Radiance of His “Brightness”. Listening to this

extraordinary Text did not describe how to “get to” the

“Brightness”, it did not give a method to find the joy of

Reality. Rather, I felt the practice as a bridge between the

Avatar Adi Da Grants His Divine Darshan in the Inner Courtyard of Aham Da Asmi Sthan after His Recitation of the final chapters
of The Happenine Book, 2006
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separate self and Beloved Adi Da’s Perfect Radiance. 

The Gift of this Listening-practice made a tremendous

difference for me. This simple practice established recog-

nition of the unknowable and non-objective Nature of

Beloved Adi Da, more deeply allowing the undoing of self

in the turning to Him. During the first Sighting of Him, I

was magnetized to Avatar Adi Da’s extraordinary Spiritual

Presence. The sense of obstruction I was identified with

became Outshined by an open, undefended Beholding of

Him. The curling inward was being undone by Beloved

Adi Da, like an ocean wave rolling out. 

In each devotional Sighting, Beloved Adi Da Revealed

that He was simply Standing there as What Is in the midst

of self-involvement. Positive and negative reactivity to

anything that arose was overshadowed by the Revelation

of Beloved Adi Da as the Radiant Current of Love-Bliss

Descending from some place that I can only describe as

being completely beyond and prior to the body. 

During this year, Beloved Adi Da Established a set-apart

Hall next to His principal Residence at Adi Da

Samrajashram to which He invited prepared devotees to

participate with Him in Transmission Sittings. That place is

known as the Silver Hall, named after its beautiful silver

adornments. Since the beginning of the sittings, I have

had the great Blessing of helping to serve the Silver Hall

process, which has included devotees here at Adi Da

Samrajashram and those who come from around the

world to participate with Beloved Adi Da on special retreat. 

itting in the Silver Hall is the most extraordinary

circumstance I have experienced in this life. To be

with Avatar Adi Da in that concentrated pure place is to

leave the world and be immersed in His Divine

Transcendental Spiritual Presence. During the time from

the first sittings in 2006 through Beloved Adi Da’s Divine

Mahasamadhi in 2008, He did everything possible to

Establish the Silver Hall process of deepest Communion

with His Divine State. 

Beloved Adi Da’s bedroom at His Matrix Residence Aham Da Asmi Sthan, the Silver Hall is adjacent and behind.

I was magnetized to Avatar Adi Da’s

extraordinary Spiritual Presence.
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In the Silver Hall process, often there are extraordinary

Gifts of Spiritual Awakening. Yet, in the midst of these

Gifts, I saw that by tendency, I kept looking to the body for

the signs of Avatar Adi Da’s effects. I saw that I would with-

draw into self, not fully turning to His Radiant

Transcendental Spiritual Presence. Avatar Adi Da always

attracted me back to Him by the heartbreaking force of

His Divine “Brightness”.  

In the time after His Divine Mahasamadhi, the Force of

His Divine Transcendental Spiritual Presence and the

Revelation of His State of Infinite Radiant “Brightness” is as

powerful as it was when He Sat with us there in His physical

Form. Beloved Adi Da Instructed that the Silver Hall Sittings

should never stop, and thus they will continue forever.

The following are accounts of four recent occasions of

my sittings in the Silver Hall. 

The Revelation of Beloved Adi Da that occurred in the

Sitting was an overwhelming Force of Love that under-

mined the knot of separateness-making, and captivated

the heart in His Embrace of Light. In Beloved’s Divine Place

of Light there are no words, no mind, no comprehending.

Beloved Adi Da was suddenly emerging in and as me,

Breathing me, Living me. I felt myself to be like a sphere.

The top of my head felt open to a Radiance from Above.

The body was full with the Transcendental Spiritual

Presence of Beloved Adi Da, the heart was alive with the

feeling of unity with His Non-conditional State of Being. 

I felt a continuously deep and overwhelming Fullness

of Beloved’s Divine “Brightness”. It seemed I was opened at

the root of the being, prior to everything arising, gone in

the Beholding of Avatar Adi Da. I felt Him taking over the

body and mind, Revealing that His Divine Transcendental

Samraj Mahal at the Matrix, where devotees in the Silver Hall process listen to the recitation of  “The Teaching Manual of Perfect
Summaries” before each Sitting



Spiritual Presence Is all that is. His Divine Transcendental

Spiritual Presence resonated at a depth and with a force

that was like a tidal wave drowning the being. I felt

immense gratitude to my Heart-Master, and uttered words

of praise from my heart. There was a steady deep infusion

of His Divine Presence such that the sense of the separate

self receded into the distance. The Descent of His Divine

Presence into the head and heart was forceful and unde-

niable. There was a continuous renewal of deep

devotional Communion with Beloved. The joy and free-

dom in it was utterly disarming.

As soon as the Sitting began, I was released of mind. The

thinking mechanism was disengaged by by the Presence

of the Master, the identification with a separate self that

gives rise to thought was not happening. My conscious

awareness became like a blank slate, opened up to the feel-

ing of the Infinite State of Beloved. There was no concern

for the inability to think. There was a natural simple turning

to Beloved over and over, and a heavy downward pressure

into the head that remains there as I write. I felt relieved of

the reference point of social personality, the incapacity to

pull together the social being. The thickness of the Divine

Bliss was felt to be pouring down into the being, and I felt

saturated with the Transcendental Spiritual Presence of

Beloved Adi Da. When thoughts began to bubble up again,

the mechanisms of seeking sometimes arose to try to stop

the thinking. The obvious futility of the mechanisms was

laughable, as I saw how the body and mind are pro-

grammed to curl in on self, opposed to availability to the

Radiance of His Transcendental Spiritual Transmission.

As soon as I sat down, it felt like the Master was there

to meet me in place. He instantaneously Surrounded and

Pervaded the body and mind from Above, as if His Divine

Transcendental Spiritual Presence was a thick, watery

blanket on top of the head. It felt remarkable that He was

immediately Present, and with such force. There was deep

heart-happiness that He was so readily Present. 

At one point, there was a visible, tangible sense of a

light beam of Transcendental Spiritual Transmission from

Beloved going straight into the heart. It was a Blissful

Manifestation of His Divine Current of Love. I swooned in

ecstasy in the Radiance of His Light. It was an extremely

Beloved Adi Da Grants Darshan to His devotees after Arriving by boat at the Samraj Mahal beach 
from His forest retreat at Lion’s Lap, 2008

I felt . . . the incapacity to pull
together the social being.
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powerful and direct Communication of His State. It felt

that there was no self in it, deep in the heart. It felt that

there was an undoing, complete Radiance. His Revelation

of the Divine Current of Reality allowed me to recognize

everything as already being in Him. The turning to

Beloved Adi Da was felt to simply keep me in place, in

tune with that Radiant, “Bright” Reality. I felt Beloved Adi

Da reinforcing inherent ecstasy, the joy of Beholding and

being in devotional Communion with Him. The moments

of not abiding in that position of being in Beloved seem

like just ripples in the deep of feeling His overwhelming

Infinite Stillness. All of this is deeply heartbreaking.      

Avatar Adi Da attended by Bill Somers, 1998       
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he Reality-Way of Adidam
Ruchiradam is fundamentally

about establishing the Position in the
Divine Space. People tend to dwell in the
psycho-physical space of the ego, and do
not even know the Divine Space. They do
not know that the Divine Space Exists.
People are in the “mummery-world”—an
illusion that is rooted in ego and the con-
structs of mind that extend from egoity,
“self ”-contraction, separateness. The entire
“world” is a mummery of people who are
bound to this “point of view”. They do not
know there is the Divine Space. 

The process of the Reality-Way of
Adidam, even from the beginning, is one
in which every devotee is enabled to enter
into the Divine Space That is Prior to ego,
Prior to mind, Prior to body, Prior to the
psycho-physical mummery of egos. To
come to the point where you know that
Space—My Space, My Domain—is the
great and fundamental transition associated
with Adidam Ruchiradam. Once that
Space is established, once It is “Known”,
once there is the “Perfect Knowledge”
Position, that is the Governor of life from
then on. 

Adi Da Samraj, May 23, 2008
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Let It Wake You Up
Tom Jacobs is a Dutch devotee who

recently moved to Adi Da Samrajashram

from Australia.

hen I was nineteen years

old, I lost nearly my entire

family, both of my parents and two

siblings, in a dreadful tragedy. One

older sister and I were not present at

this event. This sudden loss left me in

shock and bewilderment, and for

many years it seemed that this expe-

rience affected my capability to be

vulnerable in my feeling. This seem-

ing constraint in my emotional being

has been reflected to me over the

years by my intimates who observe

that there is a limit on how much love

I am willing to receive from them. 

In 1993, I came on retreat to Adi

Da Samrajashram. Such a retreat is a

pilgrimage, a major life event. At that

time, once a week Avatar Adi Da

would Sit with devotees in Darshan.

The rest of the week consisted of

service and a life of meditation, wor-

ship, and study. However, at this time

Avatar Adi Da had not been pleased

with devotees and the world situa-

tion, and had not Sat with devotees

for several weeks. In the third week

without seeing Him, I was burning

with the intensity of practice, service,

and longing to see Him.  

One afternoon, I was raking

leaves at Temple Adi Da. A devotee

came running up and said, “Drop

everything and run to Indefinable.”

This is one of Avatar Adi Da’s

Residences, just a short distance

across the lawn. We ran and sat on

the front lawn, about thirty

retreatants. This Residence is a very

humble circumstance, just two small

rooms and a little kitchen.  

Your tragic loss . . .  is 
a wound that teaches
you about where you
are, and it can drive
you to a more serious 

disposition and 
the potential 

for Realization.

After the first group of a few

devotees went in, an enormous

explosion of noise broke loose.

People were yelling, screaming, and

crying in response to the intensity of

Avatar Adi Da’s Transmission. I won-

dered what was going on. All I could

see was Avatar Adi Da’s Foot in the

door frame, moving up and down. I

wondered how He was seated such

that His Foot was in this position. 

The outpouring of emotion lasted

some minutes. Then the devotees

came stumbling out, weeping and

undone. I was the first person in the

second group, and I entered the small

room and sat down before Beloved

Adi Da, who was beautiful, reclining

on a couch, one foot propped up on

the knee of the other leg. 

From the very moment that I

Beheld Him, He looked at me

intensely, and within minutes His

Regard evoked weeping in me. I had

a moment of self-consciousness, and

then I did not care. A huge outpour-

ing of feeling-energy was released, I

could not prevent the yelling and

screaming that flowed out of me. It

was as if Beloved Adi Da was pulling

out from deep inside my loins all the

sorrow that I had held onto for years.

This went on for many minutes.

Many other people were also loudly

releasing feeling. When I stumbled

out onto the lawn, I cried out my

heart for another thirty minutes until

I lost my voice. Avatar Adi Da totally

undid me, purifying my sorrow of

many years. 

When I returned home, my life of

practice in Adidam went on in an

ordinary way. In 2004, Avatar Adi Da

was Giving what became known as

the Avataric Revelation Discourses,

the Gatherings He held with devotees
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via internet worldwide. For the first time in many years—

like the earlier years when He had done this with

us—devotees worldwide were able to ask Him questions

and see Him while He could also see us and respond.

Before each Discourse occasion, devotees worldwide were

asked, “Who has a question?” Someone suggested to me

that I ask about this felt emotional limit, so this was pro-

posed to the devotees receiving the questions in the room

with Avatar Adi Da. However, it was considered inappropri-

ate, because Avatar Adi Da was no longer addressing

devotees relative to the emotional-sexual domain of life,

having Given His Complete Instruction.              

ne night six months later, I was at home with my

intimate partner participating in an Avataric

Discourse on the internet. Avatar Adi Da had just taken a

short break, when the phone rang, and it was

Ruchiradama Quandra Sukhapur. She said, “Hello, Tom, do

you still want to ask your question?” I was stunned, but I

said, “Yes, sure.” I did not really have the time to think too

much, as I was shocked and excited at the same time by

the opportunity to talk to my Guru.  

After a little back and forth as to the source of my

question, He had the sweetest exchange with me for

about forty-five minutes. I told Him about the limit on

love that my intimates had observed, and asked if there

was something I needed to see and take responsibility for.

Below is an excerpt from Beloved Adi Da’s response to Me:

AVATAR ADI DA SAMRAJ: There is no doubt your life is affected

Darshan with Avatar Adi Da Samraj, August 4, 1993
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by your tragic loss of your family. Anybody would be. It is not

something you get cured of. There is no reason to be cured of it.

It is a wound that teaches you—unfortunately, through a pro-

foundly difficult “experience”—but it teaches you about where

you are, and it can drive you to a more serious disposition and

the potential for Realization. There is nothing wrong, in itself,

with feeling the limitations of life. It is not inherently problem-

atic to know about mortality and the dreadful situation that

human beings are actually living in, in terms of the possibilities

of suffering and death and loss.

Everybody gets the taste of mortality. It obviously affects

your behavior and should, in fact, affect your behavior. In fact,

it is not necessarily negative when it does affect your behavior.

It is a characteristic of your accumulated “experience”. One of

the signs in your life that should be interesting for you to

observe is how, even though you had this terrible experience

of loss, you still pursue life-fulfillment in a conventional man-

ner, whereas some people might have gone to the monastery

the next day and retired from the “world”. You could have done

that, or something along those lines, based on just getting a

stark picture of life, and allowing it to move you profoundly to

renunciation of the pursuit of life-fulfillment. You would be in

some monastic situation right now, and they would not be

The Turaga Dau Loloma in the lagoon of Adi Da Samrajashram

Temple Adi Da
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saying, “Oh, the only reason you are here being a hermit is

because you had a lot of loss in your life.” No, that is a good

reason to be a hermit. It is experiences of that kind, of finding

out the mortal nature of things, that have made a lot of peo-

ple into hermits or renunciates.
October 10, 2004

In this Avataric Revelation Discourse, Avatar Adi Da

pointed out again and again that I was living a conven-

tional life instead of making use of this experience to

wake me up. Beloved Adi Da’s Words, “. . . some people

might have gone to the monastery the next day . . .” rang

in the back of my head, but I did not think of it much as

my life continued. However, some time later, I went

through a period when I could not find or keep a job. I

also noticed I had no interest in any work I had done or

could have done, I had no interest in any worldly pursuits.

One day, when my frustration was at its height, my part-

ner said to me, “Tom, I can’t see you being unhappy like

this. You have always wanted to go and be with Beloved

Adi Da. If you had a choice, what would you want to do?

Would you want to go?” I said, “Yes.”  She said, very sweet-

ly, “Then why don’t you go?”

Of course, it has been a process of my former intimate

and I learning to release one another, and that is not easy.

It is amazing to see the strength of clinging there is in inti-

macy. It has been a Graceful process of releasing one

another in love. Most people break up when they feel

they don’t love each other any more, but to let go in order

to make a renunciate choice is unusual. Yet there is a

precedent for it—to have a relationship, maybe raise chil-

dren, and then later in life renounce that relationship, and

devote life to Realizing the Divine, is part of the tradition-

al way of life in India, for example.  

Beloved Adi Da on Turtle Release Day, June 2008

. . . some people might have gone

to the monastery the next day . . .
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In retrospect, I can see that Avatar Adi Da Gracefully

Drew me to Adi Da Samrajashram. What was a conven-

tionally bad situation—going into debt, losing jobs—was

part of a process of understanding and renunciation. I felt

that Avatar Adi Da planted a seed in that Discourse. He

actually planted it long before then, but in the Discourse

He Did something very significant that led me to be able

to come here. Once the decision was made, everything

happened very Gracefully. I was able to handle my

finances and settle my affairs in order to live in a renunci-

ate situation. 

I am utterly grateful to Beloved Adi Da to have found

me in His Mysterious Way, and to have brought me to His

Island-Hermitage, where I now live and pray to be able to

do Him some good for many, many years to come.   

Beloved Adi Da carries an eager young hawksbill turtle to its new life in the open sea
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When My true water flows

to deepest body-mind

the “Brightest” Shape of Me

Divinely strikes the germ of human seed within.

Adi Da Samraj, The Happenine Book



The Aletheon and The Dawn Horse Testament Are the

Summary of My Divine Avataric Self-Revelation of Truly

human, and Spiritual, and Transcendental, and Divine

Reality-Truth.  —The Aletheon

The Aletheon: The Divine Avataric Self-Revelation

of His Divine Presence, Avatar Adi Da Samraj 

Avatar Adi Da's completing exposition of the Seventh

Stage Way of Adidam Ruchiradam, and His culminating

Revelation of Truth. His "Master Scripture", incomparable

in scope and profundity. "Aletheon" (pronounced "a-LAY-

thee-ON") means "Book of Truth".

Books containing selected Essays from The Aletheon:

"Radical" Transcendentalism: The Non-”Religious”, Post-

”Scientific”, and No-Seeking Reality-Way of Adidam

Perfect Philosophy: The ”Radical” Way of No-Ideas 

The Self-Authenticating Truth  

Surrender self By Sighting Me: Essays from The Aletheon on

Right and True Devotion  

Reality Itself Is The Way 

My Final Work of Divine Indifference : Wherein I Constantly

Abide Only As I Am, in Divine and Avatarically Responsive

Transcendental Spiritual Regard of all-and-All 

The Seventh Way: The Practice and The Realization of the

Divine Acausal Reality-Principle  

The Teaching Manual of Perfect Summaries: The Revelation

of The Preliminary "Perfect Knowledge" Teachings of His

Divine Presence, The Divine Avataric World-Teacher,

Ruchira Avatar Adi Da Samraj 

Atma Nadi Shakti Yoga: The Intrinsically egoless

Transcendental Spiritual Reality-Way of Adidam

Ruchiradam

The Boundless Self-Confession

The Dawn Horse Testament—The Testament Of

Divine Secrets Of His Divine Presence, 

Avatar Adi Da Samraj

Avatar Adi Da's paramount ”Source-Text”, this Great Divine

Testament is unparalleled in its magnitude and depth. It

represents the fruit of Avatar Adi Da's Immense Work of

Teaching and Revelation over more than three decades.

An extraordinary Scripture, containing Avatar Adi Da's

detailed Revelation of every aspect of the process culmi-

nating in Divine Translation. 

Books containing selected passages from The Dawn
Horse Testament:

The Sacred Literature of His Divine Presence, 
Avatar Adi Da Samraj

The following books are available in print or are forthcoming from 

the Dawn Horse Press (http://www.dawnhorsepress.com)

The Image by Beloved Adi Da selected for the
cover of The Aletheon
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Recognition of Me Is Liberation: The Radical Conversion To

Intrinsic egolessness In The Divine Reality-Way of Adidam  

Right Life Is Free Participation In Unlimited Radiance: The

Functional, Practical, Relational, and Cultural Disciplines

of The Reality-Way of Adidam 

The Sacred Space of Finding Me: The Devotional and Cultural

Activities of The Sacred Domain of The Reality-Way of

Adidam (forthcoming)

Always Enact Fidelity To Me: Emotional-Sexual Discipline In

The Reality-Way of Adidam (forthcoming)

The Final Five Books

The last three years of Avatar Adi Da’s Life, 2005-2008,

were marked by a tremendous flood of new writing, cul-

minating in a series of five new books—The Aletheon and

four others. Just two weeks before His Divine

Mahasamadhi in November 2008, Beloved Adi Da desig-

nated The Aletheon and the following four books as ”the

Five Principal Books of My Forever Comprehensive

Seventh-Stage Address to all-and-All”:

The Gnosticon: The “Perfect Knowledge” 

Reality-Teachings of His Divine Presence, 

Avatar Adi Da Samraj 

The Transcendental (or sixth stage) dimension of exis-

tence—Avatar Adi Da's examination of the

Transcendentalist Teachings of the Great Sages, in light of

His own Revelation of the Transcendental Spiritual Reality-

Way of Adidam Ruchiradam. Includes His renderings of

key texts from the traditions of Buddhism and Advaita

Vedanta. ”Gnosticon”  means ”Book of Knowledge”.

The Pneumaton: The Transcendental Spiritual

Reality-Teachings of His Divine Presence, 

Avatar Adi Da Samraj 

Avatar Adi Da's examination of the devotional and Spiritual

traditions of humankind (particularly as exemplified by the

traditions of Christianity and Hinduism), in light of His own

Revelation of the Transcendental Spiritual Reality-Way of

Adidam Ruchiradam. Includes His rendering of the essen-

tial Spiritual import of the New Testament Gospels.

”Pneumaton”  means ”Book of the Divine Spirit-Breath”.

Not-Two Is Peace: The Ordinary People's Way 

of Global Cooperative Order 

Avatar Adi Da's vital Wisdom on the root of human con-

flict, the limits and errors of conventional religion and

politics, and the necessity and means for global coopera-

tion, tolerance, and peace via the ”working-presumption

of prior unity”.

Transcendental Realism: The Image-Art of 

egoless Coincidence With Reality Itself 

Avatar Adi Da's writings on the tradition and purpose of

true art, and on the profound artistic, philosophical, and

Revelatory elements of His own Image-Art.

The Heart Of The Adidam Revelation

Aham Da Asmi (Beloved, I Am Da) 

Ruchira Avatara Gita (The Avataric Way of the Divine Heart-

Master)

Da Love-Ananda Gita (The Free Avataric Gift of the Divine

Love-Bliss)

The Image from Beloved Adi Da’s Suite entitled Oculus One
selected for the cover of The Gnosticon
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Hridaya Rosary (Four Thorns Of Heart-Instruction)

Eleutherios (The Only Truth That Sets The Heart Free)

The Companions of the True Dawn Horse

Real God Is The Indivisible Oneness Of Unbroken Light:

Reality, Truth, and The ”Non-Creator” God In The True

World-Religion Of Adidam 

The Truly Human New World-Culture Of Unbroken Real-

God-Man: The Eastern Versus The Western Traditional

Cultures Of Mankind, and The Unique New Non-Dual

Culture Of The True World-Religion Of Adidam

The Only Complete Way To Realize The Unbroken Light of

Real God: An Introductory Overview Of The ”Radical”

Divine Way Of The True World-Religion Of Adidam

The Knee of Listening: The Divine Ordeal Of The Avataric

Incarnation Of Conscious Light

My ”Bright” Word—Discourses from The Divine Siddha-

Method Of The Ruchira Avatar: The Divine Way Of

Adidam Is An ego-Transcending Relationship, Not An

ego-Centric Technique

He-and-She Is Me: The Indivisibility Of Consciousness and

Light In The Divine Body Of The Ruchira Avatar

Ruchira Avatara Hridaya-Siddha Yoga: The Divine (and Not

Merely Cosmic) Spiritual Baptism in The Divine Way Of

Adidam

The Seven Stages of Life: Transcending The Six Stages Of

egoic Life, and Realizing The ego-Transcending Seventh

Stage Of Life, In The Divine Way Of Adidam 

The All-Completing and Final Divine Revelation To

Humankind: A Summary Description Of The Supreme

Yoga Of The Seventh Stage Of Life In The Divine Way Of

Adidam

What, Where, When, How, Why, and Who To Remember To

Be Happy: A Simple Explanation Of The Divine Way Of

Adidam (For Children, and Everyone Else) 

The Basket of Tolerance: The Perfect Guide To Perfectly

Unified  Understanding Of The One and Great Tradition

Of Humankind, and Of The Divine Way Of Adidam As

The Perfect Completing Of The One and Great Tradition

Of Humankind (forthcoming)

Image-Art

The World As Light: An Introduction to the Art of Adi Da

Samraj, by Mei-Ling Israel 

The Bright Field: The Photographic Art of Adi Da Samraj 

Quandra Loka Suite: 52 Views (exhibition catalog, Louis

Stern Fine Arts, 2003)

The Spectra Suites

Transcendental Realism (exhibition catalog, Venice

Biennale 2007) 

Adi Da Samraj: Orpheus and Linead (exhibition catalog,

Sundaram Tagore Gallery, 2010)

Introductory Books

Adi Da and Adidam, by Carolyn Lee

The Avatar of What Is: The Divine Life and Work of Adi Da,

by Carolyn Lee, PhD Adi Da: The Promised God-Man Is

Here, by Carolyn Lee

The Reality-Way of Adidam, compiled under the direction

of the Ruchira Sannyasin Order

The Image from Beloved Adi Da’s Suite Oculus One
selected for the cover of The Pneumaton
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Divine Distraction: A Guide to the Guru-Devotee

Relationship, the Supreme Means of God-Realization, as

Fully Revealed for the First Time by the Divine World-

Teacher and True Heart-Master, Adi Da Samraj, by

James Steinberg (forthcoming) 

The Ancient Walk-About Way: The Core Esoteric Process of

Real Spirituality and Its Perfect Fulfillment in the Way of

Adidam, by His Divine Presence, Avatar Adi Da Samraj 

Right Life (practical literature)

The Yoga of Right Diet: An Intelligent Approach To Dietary

Practice That Supports Communion with the Living

Divine Reality  

Green Gorilla: The Searchless Raw Diet  

Conscious Exercise and the Transcendental Sun: The ego-

Transcending Principle Applied to Exercise and Common

Physical Action, as Revealed by His Divine Presence,

Avatar Adi Da Samraj (forthcoming)

The First Three Stages of Life: Serving the Right, True, and

Free Development of Children and Young People and

Completing the Human Work of Individuation,

Socialization, and Integration for Adults 

Death

Easy Death: Spiritual Wisdom on the Ultimate Transcending

of Death and Everything Else

Leela

The Eternal One: The Divine Mahasamadhi of The Divinely

Translated Master, Parama-Sapta-Na Adi Da Samraj, by

Ruchiradama Quandra Sukhapur Rani Naitauba

See My ”Brightness” Face To Face 

Love and Blessings, edited by William Gottlieb

Sacred Celebration

The Danavira Mela Book: The Season of ”Light-in-

Everybody”, as Celebrated in the Company of Bhagavan

Adi Da Samraj, by Naamleela Free Jones  

For Children

What, Where, When, How, Why, and Who To Remember To

Avatar Adi Da receives the publication of The Spectra Suites, 2007



Adi Da Samraj Signing copies of The Dawn Horse Testament before Gifting them to
residents of Adi Da Samrajashram, 1985

The “Source-Texts” of My Direct Self-Utterance

are the Always-Living Word of Reality Itself, 

now (and forever hereafter) Spoken by Me 

to absolutely every one, and all, and All.    
Adi Da Samraj, The Aletheon

Beloved Adi Da’s Signature in one of the first publications
of The Dawn Horse Testament



Find out more about 
His Divine Presence, Avatar Adi Da Samraj,

and the Reality-Way of ADIDAMTM

Find out about courses, seminars, events, and retreats
by calling the regional center nearest you. 

AMERICAS
12040 N. Seigler Rd.
Middletown, CA
95461 USA
1-707-928-4936

THE UNITED 
KINGDOM
uk@adidam.org
0845-330-1008

EUROPE-AFRICA
Annendaalderweg 10
6105 AT Maria Hoop
The Netherlands
31 (0)20 468 1442

PACIFIC-ASIA
12 Seibel Road
Henderson
Auckland 0614
New Zealand
64-9-838-9114

AUSTRALIA
P.O. Box 244
Kew 3101
Victoria
1800 ADIDAM
(1800-234-326)

INDIA
F-168 Shree Love-Ananda Marg
Rampath, Shyam Nagar Extn.
Jaipur - 302 019, India
91 (141) 2293080

EMAIL:

To order books, tapes, CDs, DVDs, 
and videos by and about 

His Divine Presence, Avatar Adi Da Samraj, contact

(from within North America) (from outside North America)

www.Adidam.org

ADIDAM
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very body is an island 

for its one. 

The “I”, adrift in space, 

is masted to its earth core, 

the body, bright, 

rising slightly on the ocean 

and the currents 

of life-light. 

A single tree 

is also rising there, 

antenna to the sky 

of mind. 

A plant of nerves, 

its root in sex, 

and foliated brain, 

that tree surveys 

the earth and sky, 

the mindful scene, 

the move of life, 

and would uncapture 

this attentive “I”.

How can this island 

fly or drown? 

To what space 

can space be gone? 

The isle will be forgotten 

when the Source 

of “I” is Found.

Adi Da Samraj 

Crazy Da Must Sing
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